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ABSTRACT:

The major challenge facing the Rwandan economy is the issue of low levels of economic

growth and economic development and this problem is most felt in rural areas. Rwanda

still experiences health problems, low levels of per capita incomes, high levels of

illiteracy, high levels of poverty, low levels of education, high levels of infant and

maternal mortality rates, lack of basic needs, low levels of life expectancy, under

developed social and economic infrastructure, poor standards of living, hunger, lack of

safe water and proper sanitation, malnutrition, issues of unity and reconciliation, low

levels of credit extension schemes and poor methods of agriculture.

The study was therefore carried out to find the major challenges facing the Rwandan

economy and how various stakeholders such as the NGOs are working towards

overcoming such challenges. This study was carried out in Nyamagabe district and the

researcher employed both qualitative and quantitative methods of data collection.

The key findings of this research study indicated that the role of NGOs interventions in

different sectors of the economy have significantly contributed towards improved living

standards of the rural population by increasing house holds incomes, wealth and

accumulation of home assets. However, limited funds and high community vulnerability

have made WVR not to fully alleviate Nyamagabe rural poverty. The conclusions drawn

show that the role of NGOs interventions in Rwanda’s rural areas is of paramount

importance and can not be underestimated. However, the fight against rural poverty still

remains at large.

The researcher recommends that the government should encourage and support positive

NGOs interventions and offer legal facilitation other than viewing them with suspicion

and competitors because their contributions towards social — economic development of

rural areas can not be under estimated and has been recognized world wide.
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CHAPTER ONE:

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Id Background of the problem to be studietL

World Vision International is an International Humanitarian Non government Christian

Organization working in over one hundred countries worldwide, and in over thirty

African countries assisting over one million vulnerable children world wide, and in

Rwanda, it assists over 50000 vulnerable children who are direct beneficiaries, on top of

this, there are hundreds of thousands indirect beneficiaries including OVCs, RC families,

and community at large according to the speech presented by the World Vision Rwanda

Program National Director - Kofi Hagan 2008, and the World Vision Rwanda Program

News Letter, volume 7,April 2008:3. World Vision International — Rwanda program

begun its activities in Rwanda in July 1 994,majorly as an emergency relief organization

responding to the problems that had been created by the 1994 genocide. During that year

of 1994, Rwanda had presented a rare case on the World political scene whereby the

country had totally collapsed politically, economically, socially, institutionally, and even

morally

The 1994 Rwandan genocide which is believed to have claimed close to a million

innocent lives was shortly followed by an exodus of some two million refi.igees to the

neighboring countries of DRC, Burundi, Uganda and Tanzania. Furthermore, an

estimated one million people became internally displaced persons (IDPs),an estimated

200.000 children lost or were separated from their families, education and health

facilities were destroyed, government institutions, structures and productive systems were

disrupted, the social — economic infrastructure was destroyed, abandoned and/or looted.

WVT- Rwanda Program ,FY 1997 Operational plan: 15.
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World Vision International- Rwanda program begun as an emergency relief organization

helping out in situations such as refugees resettlement, relief supplies, Christian witness,

uniting and reconciling Rwandan people, shelter programs, unaccompanied minors,

agriculture, health, and in education sector simply because the genocide had severely hit

the social-economic fabric of the country in terms of lOSS of lives and physical

destruction. It is believed that in certain areas, as many as eighty percent of the homes

and communal infrastructure were destroyed, that is to say the schools, local government

offices, clinics, social centers, electricity/water systems, and farmer warehouses. World

Vision ‘s activities in Nyamagabe district, which now occupies what was the former

Gikongoro province started in July 1994.

It is against these odds that the government of Rwanda launched a developmental

strategy by seeking support from the International community, development agencies,

financial institutions and NGOs, meant to rebuild the shuttered economy. Since April

1 994,the government of Rwanda has focused its efforts on the re — establishment and re

building of the civil administration, re — constructing social and economic infrastructure,

security, and assuring public safety and justice, as according to World Vision — Rwanda

FY 1997 operational plan :1.

There are several different perspectives on the meaning and understanding of what

economic development and economic growth is and what is involved in causing it to

happen. According to David Korten(1990:67) a development specialist, Economic

development as a process by which the members of a society increase their personal and

institutional capacities to mobilize and manage resources to produce sustainable and

justly distributed improvements in their quality of life consistent with their own

aspirations. Thus according to him, economic development is a continuing process driven

by the principles of sustainability, justice and inclusiveness and must be people centered

Interestingly, David Korten tackles causes of underdevelopment by moving problem

definition from shortage of material things to shortage of skills and local inertia, to failure

of social and cultural systems and finally to an inadequate mobilizing vision. According

to him, development response changes accordingly from feeding people to empowering
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communities to developing sustainable social systems and finally to mobilizing peoples

resources.

Furthermore, David Korten addresses the spiritual aspect of development in an interesting

though limited way by acknowledging that questions relating to the uses of power, values

,love brotherhood, peace and ability of people to live in harmony with one another are

fundamental to religion and to the role of the Church in the society, hence he argues that

the human spirit must be strengthened to the point that greed and egoism play a less

dominant role( 1990:1 68).However, while very helpful, there are worrisome issues about

Korten’ s typology of development responses, he develops his four generations of strategy

as a story of evolution, a social learning process whereby development agencies learn to

move from symptoms to causes. Therefore one wonders whether he expects development

agencies to cease working at the lower levels or the symptoms and focus solely on

causes.

John Friedman’s Alternative development-expanding access to social power, John

Friedmans understanding of development follows closely from his definition of the cause

of poverty which are limited access to social power hence alternative development for

Friedman is a process that seeks the empowerment of the house holds and their individual

members through their involvement in socially and politically relevant actions. Friedman

John, 1992 Empowerment: the politics of alternative development

l992:33(CambridgeBlackwell). Empowerment includes an emphasis on local decision

making, local self reliance, participatory democracy, and social learning, it pursues the

transcendent goals of inclusive democracy, appropriate economic growth, gender

equality, and sustainability.

John Friedman view of social-economic development hinges on working with the

household so that it is empowered to increase its envelope of social power or the outward

transformational frontier along eight lines of social power by building, empowering,

nurturing social networks and social organizations, improvements in knowledge and

skills, access to and creation of financial resources, access to information and proper



usage of time. John furthermore stresses the importance of social organizations as pillars

of social-economic development, he argues that where civil society overlaps the domain

of the state, the transformational frontier is expanding household participation in

democratic processes, where civil society intersects with the economy, the frontier is

increasing household participation as productive citizens with a stake in society and

where political community overlaps with the state, the transformational frontier is

creating a more responsive, inclusive and just legal system

Robert Chamber’s view of social-economic development as responsible well-being.

According to Chambers, development thinking has undergone a significant shift “from

things and infrastructure to people and capacities”( 1997:9) Chambers presents five

issues that describes development consensus which are well-being, livelihood, capability,

Equity and sustainability. For Robert Chambers, the sole objective of development is

responsible well-being for all, he describes well-being as improved quality of life, and its

opposite is ill-being. Whereas well-being is open to the whole range of human experience

of social, mental, material and spiritual and can be defined differently, Chambers makes

a significant observation that while poverty and ill-being may be associated closely,

wealth and wellbeing are not” amassing wealth does not assure well-being”( 1997:10

Chambers Robert,1997 Whose Reality Counts? Putting the First Last. London,

Intermediate Technology Publications.)+ also good for bibliography I 983,rural

development, Putting the Last First. London, Longman group.

Robert Chambers believes in interactive processes and systems approach to achieve

social-economic development and well-being. The principles of equity and sustainability

are to guide the process of increasing capabilities and livelihood security. Equity

according to Chambers means that the poor, weak, vulnerable and exploited come first,

equity includes human rights, intergenerational and gender equity and the reversals of

putting last first and the first last(1997: Il). Sustainability is important as well, thus to be

good conditions and change must be sustainable-economically, socially, institutionally

and environmentally, and ofcourse all these works within an interactive frame work.
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World Vision International as an International Christian NGO responds to social-

economic development in a Christian view by asserting that transformational

development can be achieved when individuals are able to meet life sustenance goals(

meeting all human basic needs),equity( equitable distribution of material goods and

opportunities),justice within all social relationships including democratic participation,

dignity and self-worthy in the sense of feeling fully human and knowing we are made in

the image of God,freedom from external control or oppression, participation in a

meaningful way in our own transformation, reciprocity from the poor and from the non-

poor each have some thing to learn from the other, ecological soundness and cultural fit

that respects the best in local cultures and that treats them in as creative. Bryant L.Myers,

Walking with the Poor-Principles and Practices of Transformational

Development:95,New york,Orbis books, 1999.

THE CA USES OF UNDERDEVELOPMENT IN R WANDA.

Underdevelopment and poverty in Rwanda is intimately related to a series of interlocking

issues in particular land demography, environmental degradation, bad governance as well

as low and limited sources of growth, these issues have contributed to continued

degradation to welfare over time, making poverty a wide spread phenomena. The head

count index is estimated to be over 65% and increasing. Ministry of Finance and

Economic Planning, National Poverty reduction Program Action Plan, 2000:01.

Economic development has been defined differently by different Economists, political

scientists, and Sociologists, and they have always used this term interchangeably with

economic growth. Tayebwa Bernard Mugisha, Basic Economics,1988:246 has defined

economic development as referring to a process in which real GNP per capita income

increases both quantitatively and qualitatively over a long period of time in a given

economy/country which can be measured by an increase in GNP per capita or the

increase in other things that improve the quality of the life of man like better shelter,

improved medical care, better nutrition, and access to good water. He goes ahead to

define economic growth as a persistent quantitative increase in the volume of goods and
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services produced in a country in a period of time and it can be measured by increase in

Gross National Product (GNP) and increase in GNP per capita.

However, as Robert F. Kennedy once argued, Gross National Product (GNP) is not

enough and only admired goal for an economy because the GNP does not allow for the

health of our children, the quality of their education, or the joy of their play, it does not

include the beauty of our poetry, or the strength of our marriages; the intelligence of our

public debate or the integrity of our public officials. It measures neither our wit nor our

courage; neither our wisdom nor our learning; neither our compassion, nor our devotion

to our country; it measures everything, in short except that which makes life worthwhile.

Professor Martin O’Reilly MU Module 12, 2008:19

Michael P.Todaro asserts that economic growth results not only from the growth in

quality and quantity of resources and improved technology but also from social and

political structure that is conducive to such change. Economic growth demands a stable,

but flexible social and political framework which is capable of accommodating and

encouraging rapid structural change, it also requires a social environment capable of

resolving inevitable interest group and sectorial conflicts that accompany such structural

change, for example, the transition from a land based rural agrarian society to a highly

skilled, urban oriented industrial and social economy, shifts in relative power and

influence from say the rural aristocracy to the new urban industrialists or from few land

lords to many small commercial farmers who own rather than lease their land are

examples of structural transitions involving potential conflicts of interest.

However, on the other hand, the commonest definition for the term economic

development has been that Economic development refers to the sustainable increase in

the living standards that encompass material consumption, education, health, and

environmental protection, development in a broader sense is understood to include other

important and related attributes as well, notably more equality of opportunity, political

freedom and civil liberties, The overall goal of development is therefore to increase the
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economic, political and civil rights of all people across gender, ethnic groups, religions,

races, regions, and countries as according to the 1991 World Development Report. World

development report 1991:1

Economic growth according to Gerald Meier is the process whereby the real per capita

income of a country increases over a long period of time subject to the stipulations that

the number below an absolute poverty line does not increase and that the distribution of

income does not become unequal. Gerald~M. Meier Leading issues in Economic

development,4th ed,1984:5-6. In this definition, Gerald stresses the population under the

absolute poverty line, and how the incomes are distributed. However, there are other

development measurement indicators that are very crucial such as the level of

technology, resources allocation for various sectors, resources availability, literacy rates,

effective use of inputs, level and changes in house hold incomes, mortality rates and level

of political stability.

However, Rwanda, like many African countries is facing several social and economic

challenges which hinders economic development and economic growth, it has been

experiencing for several decades low economic growth and economic development, for

instance between 1990 and 1993,Rwanda had a per capita income with an average of US

290 $ Gross Domestic Product (GDP ),it had also a GDP per capita of US $ 260 in

1993.According to the 1996 World Development report,( WDR ) the horrifying events of

1994 caused almost 50% drop in the real GDP due to loss of human resources and the

destruction of other valuable resources leading to increased incidence of vicious cycle of

poverty.( 1996 WDR:2) There have been multiple factors that have caused these

problems of underdevelopment, as mentioned below.

Rwanda is a small mountainous, land locked and densely populated central African

country with slightly over 26000 square kilometers. It is comparable in size to Burundi its

neighbor in the south, and Belgium its former colonial master, History has it that Rwanda

together with Burundi previously constituted one country called Ruanda — Urundi with

Usumbura, the current capital city of Burundi as its capital. Since the time when Rwanda
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got her independence, it has never stabilized due to poor and mal administration, political

selfishness, poor social and economic policies, politics of divisionism, low levels of

technology, and discrimination based on regions

Limited land for cultivation and farming vis-avis high population rates, for example,

according to the 1991 census, Rwanda had a total population of 7.15 million with an

annual growth rate of 3.1 percent. Demographically, this translates into a population

density of 271 people per km2,the highest in Africa — Report on the joint evaluation of

emergency assistance to Rwanda, 1996,This report furthermore states that moreover, the

actual area of arabIc agricultural land (17600km2 ) supported an average of 466 people

per km2. in parts of volcanic areas with very fertile volcanic soils, the population density

peaks to 820 people per km2 of usable land.( World Vision International — Rwanda

Program Fiscal Year for 1997 Operational Plan).

Furthermore, according to the Rwanda national poverty reduction program strategy, the

agricultural production per capita and crop yields for Rwanda have been declining

steadily since the mid- I 980s due to high population pressure coupled with land scarcity

which have resulted in cultivation of increasingly marginal areas, Rwanda has a high rate

of population growth rate estimated at 2.9% per annum, we are now one of the most

densely populated countries in Africa: Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning,

National Poverty Reduction Program Action Plan 2000:V

The other fundamental cause of under development for Rwanda is related to the 1994

genocide and massacre. The genocide and the civil war of 1994 destroyed the country’s

social fabric and further weakened the state apparatus and institutional capacity, it

undermined the confidence among Rwandans themselves and vis-ã-vis the State, it

destroyed economic and social infrastructure and the productive apparatus, multiplied the

number of vulnerable people and eroded an already weak human resource base. It also

affected the demographic structure resulting in increased numbers of women headed

households and minor(child) headed house holds, high incidences of trauma, high prison

population, large numbers of internally displaced persons who lack shelter, increased

incidences of poverty due to wide spread of capital and labor, weakened social networks

8



and created an acute need for political development to achieve rapid reconciliation and

forge a new sense of national identity: Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning.

National Poverty Reduction Program Action Plan 2000:V

Rwanda’ s high external debt and debt management are also contributing factors that

cause under development, the Rwanda’s external debt abd debt service is unsustainably

high and could further delay rebuilding of social and physical infrastructure damaged

during the genocide and conflict. At the end of 1999 the total external public debt

outstanding amounted to a bout US $ L3 billion representing close to 65 % of GDP. The

debt service to exports ratio peaked at about 40% in 1999. The NPV of debt to exports

ratio reached about 520% at the end of I 999.The enhanced ~C initiative is designed to

improve this situation by reducing the stock of debt owed to the multilateral institutions,

preliminary estimates suggest that annual cash-flow savings from this relief would be

about US$ 25-30 million a year from 2001 to 2010, thus the HTPC debt relief will once

again put the country’s external finances on a sustainable basis and also free financing

for anti-poverty spending. Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning et.al:V11.

The under utilization of human resources has contributed to Rwanda’ s under

development like most other African countries, in this case the youth and women’s

potential are not frilly utilized due to several factors such as inability to access loans,

credits, lack of skills and little access to productive land. A famous Gender activist called

Catherine Overholt argued that women in development has become increasingly an

important issue in recent years and this has been due to the shift of emphasis away from

equity concerns to the recognition of the productive roles women play and the

contribution they can make to economic growth and development, however, despite

women’s significant contributions to economic development generally, they have less

access and opportunities to land, capital and credit, training than men do in the same

system. The constraints women face in gaining access to these resources also

significantly reduce their production and their contribution to the national economy.

Catherine Overholt, Gender issues in agriculture and natural resources

management, 1986:4-5.
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Catherine Overholt goes ahead to assert that women have less likelihood of borrowing

from formal sources because they lack collateral requirements, transaction costs, limited

education, mobility, social and cultural barriers, and the nature of women’s business.

That is why several academicians and practionners have argued in favor of involving

women in production in order to increase the productivity and social-economic welfare of

nations, according to Aryeeley, there is need to recognize the importance of increasing

women’s access to agricultural and business credit while in order to enhance social-

economic development. Aryeeley Ernest, et al, supply and demand for Finance in Ghana,

Discussion papers, no 25, Washington D.C, 1994. Dr Lukas Brader Director General of

the IITA(International Institute of Tropical Agriculture) argued that if Africa is to

develop a more productive, sustainable and equitable agricultural sector, it can not afford

to neglect women, Professor Martin O’Reilly, Kifi Module 12,2008:51.

Moreover, the UN Food and Agricultural organization (FAO) found in a survey of nine

African countries in 1996 that women’s contribution to the production of food crops

ranges from 30 % in Sudan to 80% in the Democratic Republic of Congo, with estimates

for other countries tending toward the higher end of the scale, women are responsible for

70% of food production,50% of domestic food storage,100% of food processing,50% of

animal husbandry and 60% of agricultural marketing. Women provide the back borne of

the rural economy in much of Sub Saharan Africa, about 80% of the economically active

female labor force is employed in agriculture and women comprise about 47% of the total

agricultural labor force. Professor Martin O’Reilly,ibid.

Jeffrey Ashe responding to eradicating women’s poverty proposed the creation of women

groupings as one of the important means and avenues of accessing credit to women and

the means of women in intervening in promoting the women’s status in Africa. Jeffrey

Ashe, Credit for the poor, 1989:20. Rwanda government has launched initiatives that will

enhance women’s social-economic welfare such as creating a favorable environment for

investments and supporting various women cooperatives like COOPEDU (Cooperative

Duterimbere) literary meaning development cooperative.

MAIN
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Women in Rwanda like else where in African countries have been constrained by lack of

necessary managerial skills, low levels of education and limited access to both formal and

informal credit, these constraints have significantly reduced women’s potential to

contribute to growth of national economy. According to the World Bank, lack of access

to both formal and informal credit is a major barrier often restricting women’s ability to

smooth consumption and to undertake productive activities. World Bank, Enhancing

Women’s participation in economic development policy paper,1994:16.

Rwanda’ s underdevelopment is further reflected in the wide spread gender disparity in

access to productive assets and the scope of wide spread poverty levels. The scope of

poverty is reflected in the relatively poor state of social indicators particularly secondary

and tertiary enrolment rates which are extremely low even by Sub Saharan Africa

standards. The table below shows deterioration since the war, it is worth pointing out the

drop in gross enrolment rates between primary and secondary, and between secondary

and tertiary, the growth rate of primary enrolment has risen in recent years to 88% in

1999, but the secondary enrolment rate remains low at 9.7% representing a transition rate

of 22%. Dropout rates remain high at 16.85, repletion rates are very high at 31.7%, most

children spend some time at school but do not stay throughout primary education, for

reasons including poor quality of teaching, enrolment rates for boys are slightly higher

than those for girls.

Health indicators are also relatively poor and worsened with the 1994 genocide and

conflict, which affected most health infrastructure, the high level of malnutrition, the

prevalence of malaria and HIV/AIDS, further accelerated the deterioration of the

indicators, the low incomes of the population aggravated poor access to social services.

Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning, et .al.
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Table one below shows Rwanda’s Social and Poverty Indicators,

Rwanda: Basis Data

Area 26.382 square kilometers

Population (total) 8.1 million

Population growth rate (1999) 2.9

GDP per capita (1999) 237

Social and Poverty indicators

Life expectancy at birth ( years) 49

Literacy,% of population aged 15 ± 48

Gross primary enrolment % 88

Gross secondary enrolment 10

Gross tertiary enrolment I

Access to safe water(% of population) 44

Access to health care(°/~ of population) 81

Infant mortality rate(perl000 live births 131

Source: Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning Statistics department,Rwanda

development indicators, 1999 and 2000.

The Rwanda government has put forward the poverty reduction strategy action plan that

is entailed and prepared in the context of Rwanda’s long term vision articulated in the

Vision 2020 document which encompasses the following key elements:

(1) Good governance, democratization, national reconciliation, national political stability

and security. Grass roots participation in development and decision making, and an all

inclusive economic system that allows effective empowerment of all social and economic

groups in the population and creates an economy of stakeholders.

(2) Macro-economic stability: creation of an enabling environment for private sector

development and reduction of the role of public sector in economic activity while

increasing the effectiveness of the state and the efficiency of government. It recognizes

that the embryonic development of Rwanda’s private sector means it may require support

12



and intervention, in specific areas as long as that intervention does not impede

competition.

(3) Elimination of human misery and poverty by raising productivity and employment of

resources that the poor own and depend on,ie labor and land.

(4) Human resources development, improving access and quality at all levels of

education, capacity building, non formal education, improving health standards,

preventing the spread of HIV!AIDS, and the rebuilding of social capital.

(5) Promotion of a service based economy and knowledge based production founded on

ICT.

(6) Progressive reduction of Rwanda’ s dependence on external resources and promotion

of the exports.

(7) Promotion of regional economic integration and reduction in the costs of access to

ocean ports. Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning, et.al,Vl.

The immediate short term priorities and proposed approach to poverty reduction and

sustainable growth strategies includes the following:

(a) Policies to increase incomes, employment, labor productivity, and rural

recapitalisation in all its components, this includes extension services, provision of rural

credit and financial services, and support to micro and small scale enterprises.

(b) Actions to improve the quality of life of the poor and stabilize lives of the population

in the new settlements locally known as ‘IMIDUGUDU’ by ensuring access to primary

healthcare, primary education, water and sanitation, energy and housing.

13



(c) Addressing the problems of vulnerable groups in rural and urban areas on a

sustainable basis, replacing transfers with sustainable livelihoods and establishing safety

nets.

(d) Creation of training and employment opportunities for the unskilled young and

empowerment of the skilled youth to engage in income generating activities.

Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning. et.al 2000:VI

Furthermore, being confronted by several developmental challenges, the government of

national unity, or the Rwanda Patriotic Front (RPF ) that took political power in July

1994 has since then embarked on devising political, social, and economic policies that are

purposely meant to enhance the economic growth and economic development. Such

policies include among others, the establishment of new economic institutions such as

Rwanda Revenue Authority ( RRA ), Rwanda Investment Promotion Agency (RIPA

),Rwanda National Bureau of Standards (~BS ),Rwanda utilities regulation authorities

(RURA ), establishment of numerous human resources training institutions to address

Rwanda’ s weak human resources capacity such as Kigali Institute of Science and

Technology( KIST) that provides practical and technical expertise, Kigali Institute of

education(KIE) that trains teachers for secondary schools and teacher training colleges

and thereby facilitating the rapid increase in the number of trained primary school

teachers, the Kigali Institute of Health (KIH) has been set up to train health workers,

Rwanda Institute of Administration and Management (RIAM) that that equips and trains

public servants, Poverty reduction strategies. the policy of Privatization. Decentralization

policy, economic liberalization, and creation of a conducive environment for the foreign

and local investors. All these strategies are meant to recover the economy that had been

destroyed by the 1994 genocide and massacres.

However, the post genocide government of Rwanda has made some positive strides

towards poverty reduction, though economic growth and economic development can not

be achieved over night by a single player, it is a process that is achieved over a long

period of time by multiple actors operating in conducive environment, who may include
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foreign and local investors, the role of development agencies both bilateral and

multilateral, and the NGOs. Because of this reason, Rwanda has welcomed many

developmental NGOs in order to fight against poverty and low levels of economic

development.

The post Rwandan economy has experienced the proliferation of both local and

International NGOs, most of which were involved in the provision of relief items, shelter

programs for the homeless people especially the 1994 genocide survivors whose property

had been destroyed, and the Rwandese who had returned after 30 years of being refugees

in neighboring countries of Uganda, DRC, Burundi, Kenya.

The role of NGOs in Rwanda has now shifted from relief and rehabilitation, they are no

longer deeply involved in the provision of humanitarian and emergency relief They have

now shifted towards realization of real development, they are involved in the promotion

of agriculture, given the fact that about 90% of Rwandans are employed by the

agriculture sector which represents only 34.2% of GDP(40% in 1991), Agricultural

exports contributed about 6.4% to GDP (2.41 in 1991) and to day, agricultural exports

accounts for the largest share of exports. NGOs are also heavily involved in promoting

health and education sectors, personnel and capacity building.

The major objective of the researcher in this study is to find out the role of NGOs in the

social — economic development of Rwanda especially since 1994 because it is very

difficult to access the pre war documents since most of them if not all were either

destroyed during the war or even misplaced.

1.2 The statement of the problem

Since 1994,Rwanda has experienced explosion of NGOs following the genocide and

massacres that took place in this beautiful country claiming over a million innocent

civilian population in April of 1994.(by whom?) Many humanitarian NGOs responded to

that social-economic and political tragedy, including World Vision that was among the
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first Humanitarian NGO to come to the rescue of Rwandan people in April 1994. Since

I 994,Rwanda has registered a significant increase in the number of development oriented

NGOs in almost all sectors of the economy. However, despite the explosion of these

NGOs, their activities have been questioned. Responding to the negative side of

humanitarian NGOs and their influence on the global development agenda, Professor

Duncan MacLaren in a key note address to the Australian Council for International

Development argued that looking at some of the trends in the development and

humanitarian world, the system is stacked against a prophetic stance on tackling poverty,

the threat is not just external but internal — as agencies, we are too egocentric and some of

our practices are in fact aping the system whose structures and ideology cause the very

poverty we were founded to get rid of: Professor Duncan MacLaren. Paper on Aid and

Development on being prophetic in 21st century: I (consult Flash disk) Though much

needs to be done in poverty eradication in Rwanda by different development actors,

NGOs roles in contributing towards developing Rwandan economy has been fairly

positive.

There are many social — and economic Non government Organizations that are working

towards rural development with the major aim of increasing the quality of the standards

of living in the rural areas of Rwanda, and further creating social and economic

conditions that will improve peoples welfare, income generation, and creation of

opportunities. However, despite the efforts of scores of International relief organizations

World Vision international inclusive, wide spread rural poverty continue to exist at the

turn of twenty first century, and a critical and thorough analysis of rural population’s

living standards, high levels of poverty, hunger, low productivity, poor methods of

agriculture, malnutrition, low levels of industrialization, the poor rural’s social and

economic infrastructure development, high levels of infant and maternal mortality rates in

rural areas. low levels of education, poor health standards, low incomes, lack of basic

needs, hunger, low levels of life expectancy, poor means transport and communication,

low levels of savings, and other development indicators in rural areas clearly indicates

that very little achievement has been realized.
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This research will therefore concentrate on the assessment of why such humanitarian

NGOs have not fully developed rural areas, rural peoples potential and living conditions

despite their existence in these rural areas for quite a good number of years.

L3 World Vision Rwanda core values, mission and vision statement.

CORE VALUES:

We are Christians, We value people, We are partners, We are committed to the poor, We

are stewards, We are responsive.

VISION STA TEMENT

Our vision for every child, life in all its fullness, our prayer for every heart, the will to

make it so.

MISSION STA TEMENT

World Vision international is an international partnership of Christians whose mission is

to follow our Lord and savior, Jesus Christ in working with the poor and oppressed to

promote human transformation, seek justice, and bear witness to the good news of the

kingdom of God.

Mission and Vision statements of any organization is very important because every

organization’s discipline, good intensions good leadership styles, performance and results

require management and thus begin with organizational vision and mission statements.

According to Peter F. Drucker, defining the purpose and mission of the business is

difficult, painful and risky, but it alone enables a business to set objectives, to develop

strategies, to concentrate its resources, and to go to work, it alone enables a business to be

managed for performance. Peter F.Drucker. The Essential Drucker,2001 :28 World

Vision Rwanda is part of an international Christian humanitarian organization founded in

1950, therefore the WVI partnership is bound by a common Vision and mission, WVR

has a mission and a vision that build into the WVT mission and vision. Peter F. Drucker
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stresses the vitality and the importance of Vision and Mission statements in broader

perspectives by arguing that they focus the organization on action thus making the

organization focused, they define the specific strategies needed to attain the crucial goals,

they create a disciplined organization, they prevent the most common degenerative

disease of organizations especially large ones : fragmenting their always limited

resources on things that are interesting or ‘look profitable’ rather than concentrating them

on a very small number of productive efforts. Finally, mission statements focuses on

objectives that have clear cut implications for the work their members or staff and

volunteers perform. Peter F.Drucker, the essential Drucker,2001 :4

Mission and Vision statements have acted as guiding principles for the smooth running of

the day to day affairs of World Vision Rwanda by its staff, thus making it an integrity and

result oriented organization.

1.4 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:

1.4.1 The general objective

The general objective of this research study is to analyze the role played by Humanitarian

NGOs specifically World Vision in developing rural areas of Rwanda.

1.4.2 The specific objectives

To analyze the achievements made by World Vision in Nyamagabe district.

To determine whether World Vision is addressing the development challenges facing

rural population and its role in solving those issues.

To evaluate the advantages that World Vision is bringing to the local population of

nyamagabe district.
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To evaluate beneficiaries perception and prospects with regard to the services

delivered by World Vision in nyamagabe district.

To address challenges facing World Vision in trying to deliver services to the

community of nyamagabe.

To examine the relationship between World Vision, the government,

Private sector, CBOs, and other stake holders in as far as service delivery and

developing this region is concerned.

To suggest recommendations and suggestions concerning improved service delivery,

performance improvement and further research in the Humanitarian Industry.

1,5 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

I What has been the impact of World Vision in Nyamagabe district since 1994

when it started working in this area?

2, Has the local people’s living standards in Nyamagabe improved as a

result ofWorld Vision’s activities in this district?

3. What has been the challenges facing World Vision in the struggle to

develop this region?

1.6 THE LIMITATION OF THE STUDY

The study was limited to only two sectors of Nyamagabe district called

Kamegeri and Gasaka sectors, time, long distance to the university, and

financial constraints have been other limitations to this study.

Another limitation has been lack of necessary educational facilities such as the
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Libraries and enough books, without forgetting lack of information from some selfish

politicians and bureaucrats.

1,7 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

This study will assist World Vision country management team and line managers to

understand the root causes of poverty in nyamagabe district and the strategies to apply in

order to overcome them. This study will also put in place factors that have been

responsible for the under development of rural areas. Further more, the study intends to

examine the role played by all the stakeholders who include the government, NOOs, and

the private sector and how they have impacted the development of this region.

Furthermore, this study will assist especially policy makers at the Cell level, Sector level,

District level and Provincial levels concerned with social-economic development of rural

areas, specifically nyamagabe district policy makers when designing strategic action

plans for achieving sustainable social — economic development.

L8 THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The study was conducted in nyamagabe district, located in the southern province of

Rwanda approximately I 5Okms from Kigali, the capital city of Rwanda. This study will

be conducted in two sectors of Kamegeri and Gasaka which are both found in

Nyamagabe district. This study will cover the past fourteen years of World Vision work

in nyamagabe district stretching right from 1994 up to 2008, the period that has

experienced a remarkable NGOs operations in Rwanda.
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CHAPTER TWO:

LITERATURE REVIEW

2~O Introduction.

This chapter will concentrate on reviewing the available literature which is in form of the

text books and other relevant documents that are essential to this study. The above

mentioned information is basically derived from text books, reports, periodicals, news

papers, journals, and the internet, all of this information is however got from secondary

sources.

This information will help the researcher to examine deeply factors which are responsible

for rural underdeveiopment, and how different stake holders especially the NGOs have

tried to address those factors in order to enable local population enjoy better standards of

living. The major components of this chapter will be the introduction, definition of

relevant terms, brief history and evolutions of NGOs, theories that do explain creation

and maintenance of NGOs, a review of studies related to various aspects of the study,

characteristics of NGOs, their importance. theoretical flame work, and the research

hypotheses.

2.1 DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF NON GOVERNMENT

ORGANIZA lIONS

The definition of non government organizations has always presented difficulties, and no

single definition can rectify this situation. According to Carmen Malena, the NGOs

diversity strains any simple definition or classification. NGOs include a wide variety of

groups and institutions that are entirely or largely independent of government, and

characterized primarily by humanitarian or cooperative, rather than commercial

objectives. The terminology varies; for example, in the United States they may be called

‘private voluntary organizations’ and most African NGOs prefer to be called ‘Voluntary

development organizations’ Carmen Malena, Working with NGOs,1995:75 NGOs are
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transnational voluntary associations covering the whole range of human interests from

sports, occupations, civic affairs, science and commerce to culture and sports.

It is true, the NGOs diversity has always strained their classification and definitions, they

include a wide variety of groups and institutions that are either entirely or largely

independent of governments. NGOs as a terminology varies for instance, though in the

United States of America, they may be called Private voluntary organizations, whereas

most African NGOs have preferred to be called Voluntary development organizations,

Non government organizations have principally been those private organizations that are

created principally not to make profits, partially or not funded and not controlled by the

government, but are created to pursue and advance activities that relieve

individual/community/national suffering, promote the interests of the poor, protect the

environment, provide basic social services, or even undertake social — economic

development of the entire community.

Numerous organizations have been regarded as developmental NGOs, these

organizations vary significantly according to their scope of operation, philosophy, their

purpose. expertise and a wide range of activities. NGOs could be classified according to

the functional roles, their level of operation whether on International, national, regional

or even local levels, and on their operational orientations and approaches. However, a

single NGO can assume several roles and functions and different kinds of NGOs can

carry out differing roles.

Mario Padro: Non Government Organizations from development Aid to development

cooperation,2’~ ed., 1987:24 has defined non government organizations as private non

profit making organizations that are publically registered. whose principal function is to

implement development projects favoring the popular sectors that receive financial

support, the sources of financial support are almost non governmental organizations

themselves.
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According to Elise Boulding, in his book entitled Building a Global Civic Culture: 1988,

NGOs are transnational voluntary associations covering the whole range of human

interests from sports, occupations, civic affairs, science, and commerce, to culture and

religion. NGOs can be grouped under six aggregate headings which are education and

communication,religion, social/health, scientific/technical,political and economic, as

according to Werner Feld and Roger Coate, 1973:3

Carmen Malena, in his book called Working with NGOs argues that the World bank

defined NGOs as the Private organizations that pursue activities to relieve suffering,

promote the interests of the poor, protect the environment, provide basic social services

or undertake community development, In the wider usage, the term NGO can be applied

to any non profit organization which is independent from the government. Carmen

Malena, Working with NGOs 1995:13 NGOs are value based organizations which

depends on whole or in part on charitable

organizations and voluntary service.

Furthermore, NGOs are defined as non profit making organizations that do not receive

any resources of any nature let be financial, technical and logistical support from the

government, they are legally instituted, non political voluntary bodies with a greater

measure of independence and freedoms as regarding management, policy designs and

formulations, and overall program execution.

Claude E. Welsh argues that NGOs are groups and organizations that have a certain

mystical, venerable quality to them, they are often portrayed as fighting for the poor and

helpless, especially in developing countries. After all, they are usually the main actors

helping out in refugee camps, genocidal conditions, or even war zones, as according to

Claude E. Welsh, NGOs and Human Rights: Promise and Performance:200 I :182.

Aleyo George William in his book entitled NGOs and the Law, politics, and economy of

Uganda defines NGOs as groups, associations, trustees, or bodies of whatever nature
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concerned with the promotion of an art, science, ideology, belief, development, or moral

responsibility with a view to make no profit. Aleyo George William, 1993:1

Ministry of Local government and Social Affairs defines NGOs as Private voluntary

groupings of individuals and associations not operating for profits or for other

commercial purposes but which have organized themselves nationally or Internationally

for the promotion of social welfare, development, charity or search through mobilization

of resources, in pursuing these noble activities, NGOs should be governed by aims and

objectives which are none-political, non sectarian, and concerned solely with assisting the

local population in need/trouble or distress irrespective of race, class, creed or political.

Ministry of Local government working procedures for Local and International NGOs,

Legal Provisions for working and control on NGOs in Rwanda, December, 1994.

Therefore, one can argue that non government organizations refers to those organizations

that are not based in government, and not created to make and earn profits, they are

regarded as private organizations entirely or largely independent of government, not

created for financial or material gain, and addressing concerns such as the humanitarian

concerns of development, creation of individual and community social-economic welfare

and well being, addressing dis-advantage issues, eradication of poverty, as well as

conservation and protection of the environment and natural resources protection,

management and improvement in order to achieve sustainable social-economic

development for the present and future generations.

According to Pierre Gallien, the term humanitarianism has been much overused during

the past few years-humanitarian assistance is presented to the public as a coherent whole

with values, principles of action and modes of operation that are shared and recognized

by all actors. Donors, United Nations agencies, Red Cross Movements, and Non

governmental organizations are cited indiscriminately. While this image may be

attractive, it does not reflect the reality on the ground, the humanitarian family embraces

a very diverse range of actors who no doubt share the same aim but who are not always in

agreement with on how to achieve it, The attitude of the political authorities has only
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worsened this confusion, more and more they give the impression of wishing to use

humanitarian assistance as an instrument of foreign policy. Action Against

Hnnger,2001:209.

Blan and Scott have also offered a good definition of the non government organizations,

they define NGOs as formal organizations which emerge when a group of people

organize themselves into a social unit that is established with explicit objectives of

achieving a certain end and formulating rules to govern the relations among the members

of the organization and duties of each member as according to Blan and Scott, Definition

ofNGOs,USA, 1970:46

Humanitarian family has also had to deal with problems of operation which have the

outside origin and therefore has no control over, they are overpowered from above by

financial transnational and multinationals, frontally assaulted by international financial

institutions with their disastrous theories of structural adjustment and attacked from

within by the rise of regionalism, demands for recognition of distinctive identities and

criminalization of the economy.

2.2 BRIEF HISTORY AND ORIGIN OF NONGOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS

AND HUMANITARIAN WORK

According to NGOs experts, NGOs sector has grown in size and range of activities, not

only in Rwanda but world over, and the 1990’s were called years of NGO proliferations.

The proliferation of NGOs is of recent one of the most striking features of the

contemporary world. According to Claude E. Welch, the non governmental sector has

exploded since world war 11, its curve of growth seemingly exponential, according to the

Union of International Associations, the number of conventional NGOs stood at 973 in

1956,a figure that more than doubled in 1968 to 1899,doubled again by 1981 to 4265.and

by 1996 had reached 5471. Claude E,Welch, NGOs and Human Rights - Promise and

Performance, 2001:1.
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It is important therefore to note that this historical dimension is important because non

state actors tiptoed onto the international stage a century ago, playing small roles, and

having limited impact on the major actors which were principally governments.

However, the changing understanding of development and the growth of both indigenous

and international NGO’ s is an indicator that a new agenda for development is being

undertaken involving both the governments, Private sector, International financial

agencies, and the NGO’s.

According to Professor Martin O’Reilly, humanitarian work is as old as mankind

Because even before the International humanitarian law was formalized in treaty law,

individuals. Mission societies, Orders and faith based organizations and communities

provided assistance to the people/individuals afflicted by the natural disaster, persecution,

uprooting and war. The theme of justice for the poor marginalized, and the alien is central

to the Hebrew scriptures- the persecuted often sought sanctuary in temples and cities of

refuge and in the later medieval period monasteries were often places of refuge and

hospitality for the strangers, Professor Martin O’Reilly, KR] Module 11,29:2008.

The Catholic orders were established to provide charity to the poor, medical care to the

sick, education for children, and hospitality to strangers, while in the Orthodox and

protestant traditions, a special category of Lay ministry called the Deaconate was

established to carry out and provide Christian services. In the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, Christian mission societies flourished in Europe and North America that

provided humanitarian assistance and evangelized distant continents, while at the same

time raising awareness in their home countries of the humanitarian needs felt elsewhere,

hence these mission societies sent financial resources, sponsored missionaries and sent

relief items in response to the needs reported elsewhere. Professor Martin

O’Reilly,ibid:29

Therefore, it is through such history that many secular organizations were born in the

nineteenth century such as the Red Cross movement and the anti-slavery organizations,

and many more secular organizations followed suit in the twentieth century including the
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Save the Children that was born in 1919. As can be seen from the above arguments

therefore, it can be argued that charitable organizations have a very long history of

existence and the oldest were Church based. However, as time went by, responsibility for

the care of the vulnerable population shifted from religious organizations to private ones

perhaps due to the magnitude of the problems associated with the vulnerability.

Non governmental terminology was commonly used after the formation of the UNO, well

before that time they were either called International Institutes, International Unions,

Private organizations (by League ofNations), or the International Organizations. Even in

1910 when one hundred and thirty two international organizations decided to cooperate

with each other, they did so under the label ‘Union of International Associations’.

According to Professor Martin O’Reilly. It is these International organizations that

lobbied for the establishment of the UNO IN 1945 and took the initiative to press for the

inclusion of the human rights references in the United Nations Charter, over 1200 NGOs

attended the San Francisco Conference which finalized the UN Charter, Prof Martin

O’ReilIy,ibid:30.

After the formation of the UNO, the first draft of the UN Charter did not make any

mention of maintaining cooperation with these private organizations, and a group from

the USA and Europe lobbied to rectify this situation which succeeded in introducing a

provision for strengthening and formalizing the relations with private organizations that

had been previously maintained by the League of nations. Furthermore, they enhanced

the UNO’s role in economic and social issues and up graded the status of the economic

and social council briefly known as ECOSOC, Blan & Scott, definition of NGOs, 1970.

Furthermore, in order to clarify matters, a new term was introduced that could define the

ECOSOC’s relationship with these organizations, 8nd under article 70, specialized

agencies established by the intergovernmental agreement could participate without a vote

in its deliberations, and under article 71, Non governmental organizations could have

suitable arrangements for consultations, hence the specialized agencies and the and the

NGOs became the UN technical jargon, and from the early 1 970s, the term NG-Os were
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in popular usage and as of today, many kinds of organizations are referred to as Non

governmental organizations meaning simply as an independent voluntary

organization/association of people who work together for common purpose on a

continuous basis to achieve common goal other than making profits/money, or even

carrying out illegal endeavors.

To be certain, it is very difficult to put a year when the work of NGOs begun, but the

concept of the NGOs is as old as the concept of government itself as according to

Malcom Grills, et. al, Economics of development,2m1,ed., 1983:39.

The evolution of NGOs has been through three major periods since the 16th century, the

first period was the time when religious organizations/congregations especially from

Europe and America’s sent material resources and personnel to various corners of the

world to evangelize and thus convert the local natives to Christianity. The second period

was between the two world wars because of the immense negative consequences which

these wars had brought to the population, relief efforts were organized by both public and

private individuals and organizations to help the victims of the wars, this phenomenon

heightened the growth in the number and scope ofNGOs. The third period probably dates

from the last four decades when NGOs changed from being merely religious to being

growth oriented.

2.3 WHYNGOs? THEORIES FOR THEIR CREATIONAND PERPETUATION

The theories to explain the creation and maintenance of NOOs were advanced by Paul

and Israel and it is mostly these theories that form the basis for which World social-

economic and political scientists base their arguments. The existence ofNGOs have been

explained in terms of the failure of the market forces and of the States, and in this case

NGOs are seen as the third sector which has the capacity and commitment to bridge the

gap and make up for the short comings of the State and the market forces. Paul argued

that the increased reliance on the third state to intervene directly to reduce poverty begun

after the market failure and using the top-bottom approach-the trickle down failed to
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reduce significantly the depth of poverty in mainly developing countries as it was

assumed. Paul and Israel, NGOs and the World Bank, Cooperation for

development. 1991: 17

The Subsidiary theory; this theory is based on the assertion that non government

organizations as institutional forms are to respond to many implicit and explicit subsidies

that are made available to NGOs by the state apparatus. The donations to various NGOs

to support programs such as health and nutrition, agriculture promotion and

entrepreneurship, education, shelter, micro enterprise projects and water and sanitation,

are encouraged and supported through a variety of subsidies to charitable organizations

and their sponsors.

The consumer control theory; this theory explains the existence of various NGOs with

regard to the superiority of direct consumer control when the government and market

forces have failed to ensure the desired performance. Consumer control it is argued helps

to eliminate asymmetric information and the adverse impacts created by the monopoly

power on consumers. This argument is supported by Hansman who asserts that the role of

the NGOs is to bridge the gap between the giver and the receiver, and if this task of

bridging this gap was only left to the market forces, then there would be without doubt

higher possibilities of cheating the receiver due to asymmetric information, Hansman

Henry, the role for the non profit enterprise, 1980:11.

The International charity theory; this theory is solely based on the International law and

the international order, globalization has made the world to be a global village, but the

international law recognizes the territorial integrity and sovereignty of each territorial

country, this law and the charter forbids any freign intervention into the domestic affairs

of any country which threatens the personality of the state and the social-economic,

cultural and political components that constitute it. It goes without saying that every

territory enjoys the freedom and rights to exercise jurisdiction over the foreigners who

enter that country and they can do regulate their activities to protect national interests.

That’s why, after the 1996 evaluation exercise of NGOs work in Rwanda carried out by
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the then Ministry of Rehabilitation and Social Reintegration, over eighteen International

NGOs were expelled out of the Country because their activities were questionable ie

shifting away from the humanitarian roles of NGOs to carry out political motives.

The Public goods theory; according to this theory, NGOs exist simply because they have

the role of satisfying the residual unsatisfied demands for public goods in the community,

on the other hand the governments and states tend to provide public goods to only and at

the level that satisfies the median voter where demands exceed this level, heterogeneous

demands exist the NGOs come in to bridge the gap. Douglas James argues that whereas

democratic governments are restrained from discriminating in their public policies in

favor of one group against the other with a sole purpose of guaranteeing equality for all

before the law, most governments fails to meet this obligations because the local

population especially those supporters of the ruling party have got different social-

economic and political aspirations for public goods which poses a restraint for the

governments to meet these differing demands. Furthermore as Douglas continues to

argue, the democratic governments work under the majority constraint as well because

the attractive criterion for social choice is the one of majority voting. Douglas James,

why Charity? The case for third sector, 1983:65-130.

Therefore, according to Douglas James, there are two limiting conditions which include

the use of majority voting in decision making and the guaranteeing of equality for all

persons before the law have led to the creation of NGOs because they are not hound by

any of those constraints.

The contract failure theory; according to this theory NGOs have cropped up because the

local rules, regulations and ordinary inspection standards do not provide the general

public with sufficient means to monitor the procedures, because of such failures, private

or profit making organizations persistently cheat and exploit the consumers by providing

lesser goods and services that are contrary to those promised and paid for. The contract

failure theory views NGOs as responding to possible opportunistic behavior by both

private and public sector providers, and in most cases, when contrasts are difficult to

define and interpret, the community is more likely to put much trust in the NGOs sector
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than profit making firms. Furthermore, when the public sector is unable to monitor or

even evaluate the performance of their actions such as the care for the vulnerable groups

in the community, reconciliation, or even disaster-relief management. the community will

turn to the non profit organizations to advance these noble causes of humanity.

The tax deductibility theory; according to this theory there is a certain percentage of

donor’s taxes that are deducted and these tax returns do stimulate the principle of

‘GIVING’ because it reduces the after tax costs on the side of the donor community.

Furthermore, humanitarian NGOs are offered tax subsidies which increases the NGO

community’s financial and other resources so that they can also have available resources

to deliver to the community. This theory do apply in Rwanda because most if not all

NGOs are exempted from taxes and they have subsidies back home.

2.4 REVIEWOFSTUDIES RELATED TO VARIOUS ASPECTS OF THE STUDY.

Non government organizations have become major players in the field of social —

economic development of not only Rwandan economy, but also over the International

scene, and this has earned them international recognition, and public confidence, no

wonder therefore that these and other under mentioned factors have accounted for their

influence, growth in size and becoming the driving force of resources development —

human and otherwise. Carmen Malena has pointed out that since the mid —1970’s,the

NGO sector in both developed and developing countries has experienced exponential

growth, while statistics about global numbers of NGOs are notoriously incomplete, it is

currently estimated that there is some where between 6.000 (Gezelius and

Millwood, 1991:282) and 30.000 ( Dichter, 1991 :69) national NGOs in developing

countries, CBOs across the developing world number in the hundreds of thousands.

Carmen Malena, Working with NGOs 1995: 16.

Claude E, Welch has observed that the involvement of NGOs in relief and development

work began at the end of the nineteenth century, but is essentially a post — world war 11

phenomena. After the reconstruction of Europe, some of these NGOs shifted their

attention to the newly independent states of Africa and Asia, but remained peripheral
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actors until the early 1980s as most development aid was bilateral. They initially took on

humanitarian assistance pertaining to drought, famines, and civil strife in these areas, and

then remained to pursue development work with the goals of reconstituting the economic.

social and eventually, in some cases political structures. Claude LWelch, NGOs and

Human Rights, Promise and Performance,2001: 205

These voluntary organizations have furthermore been seen as positive channels through

which International development Aid is channeled because of many factors including

limited corruption and bureaucracies. Carmen Malena goes ahead to assert that from

1970 to 1985 total development Aid disbursed by International NGOs increased ten fold,

in 1992 International NGOs channeled over $ 7.6 billion of Aid to developing countries

and it is now estimated that over 15 percent of total over seas development Aid is

channeled through NGOs, Carmen Malena,et.al: 16

Non government organizations are private /voluntary groupings of individuals or

associations, usually with common goals and objectives and not created for profit

motives, or commercial motives, but are only created for the promotion of social welfare,

helping disadvantaged groups in a given society, charity, or even carrying out

development.

The explosion in recent decades of the numbers of non-governmental organizations and

their heightened importance is not only a contributing factor in recent positive trends, but

also a harbinger of even greater hope. Although there are unethical actors in the sector,

and even those that exacerbate conflict, there are many NGOs that have a spirit of

sacrificial service to others and founding visions to address societal ills in a responsible

and accountable manner. Commenting on the unethical NGOs, Gram Vikas argues that it

is not correct to assume that all NGOs are do-gooders, who have a magic wand to remove

all ills of society, at the same time it is not also correct to generalize that all NGOs are

corrupt or mismanaged. We have to realize that like there are good and bad government

officials; and not all bureaucrats are corrupt, so also there are good and bad NGOs.
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Sustainable social — economic development can not be achieved without addressing

environmental concerns such as environmental conservation, protection and management.

In nyamagabe district, World Vision has advocated for the tree plantation schemes

especially among the sponsored children and their families given the importance of

aforestation its role has consisted of mobilizing public support and supporting the

government initiatives towards environmental issues. Robert 0. Keohane and Marc A.

Levy have argued that NGOs can be important agents for generating processes of social

learning in the field of the environment by creating new linkages between the local and

the global arenas and exploring niches that other international actors are ill-equipped to

fill, NGOs are agenda setters, key actors, driving forces for innovative cooperation, and

as actively involved proponents for new ways of thinking about venues to stem

deforestation and biodiversity loss. Robert 0. Keohane and Marc A, Levy, Institutions

for Environmental aid, 1996:129.

However, in trying to advance the cause of the environment, NGOs have encountered

several challenges from the local populations and even governments in power, and

several environmental experts have provided ample evidence about the limitations and

difficulties NGOs have encountered when they set out to promote their environmental

agenda with more powerful actors. NGOs have used the tools of negotiations, issue

linkages, and advocacy to allow for progress in environmental campaigns, such linkages

and negotiations have increased the scope of environmental protection and has allowed

space for compromise other than increasing the field’s complexities, boging down

environment protection process and raising the likelihood of failure. In the field of the

environment protection and conservation, numerous case studies confirm that neither

Local, neither International NGOs should be glorified because just like governments,

States or any political actor, they are subject to competition and other pressures that can

easily get in the way of effective policy designs and policy implementation.

Environmental conservation, protection and management is very fundamental and

instrumental in realizing rural development, because this will aid in resolving soil erosion



problems, and thereby leading to increased productivity. No wonder therefore that the

numerous and universe of voluntary organizations whose concerns and financial

resources are directed to environmental protection is so vast, showing that investing in

environment protection and management is no wastage of resources. Robert goes ahead

to point out that over 1400 NGOs were accredited to UNCED, a number unprecedented

in the history of UN conferences, there are however several environmental groups that

are notable not only for their visibility, but for the size of the financial resources that they

have been able to gamer for their operations. . . the budget for the World Wide Fund for

Nature reached nearly $270 million in 1991/1992, equally also, the budgets of other large

environmental NGOs like Green Peace, International Union for the conservation of

Nature, Friends of the Earth and Sierra Club are so very high.

Much as the conservation of the environment is vital for sustaining not only present

generation but even the future ones, there are numerous setbacks that could hinder

realization of meaningful benefits of the environment, hence efforts should be geared

towards addressing these setbacks. There are many paths to environmental failure which

are as follows, unwillingness of publics in rich countries to provide sufficient funding,

indifference by governments of countries in which environmental damage is occurring,

lack of administrative and political capacity of those countries to implement policies

effectively, capture of the problem definition by industry or sheer corruption, struggles

between North and South for control of allocation processes, organizational self interest

and resulting “turf struggles” among international organizations, high bargaining costs

among participants each seeking to make gains at the expense of others.. The list is varied

and daunting,as according to Robert O,Keohane, and Marc A Levy, Institutions for

Environmental Aid, 1996 :6

World Vision Rwanda program in nyamagabe has empowered local people who are the

beneficiaries and built their capacities in improved technical competencies, modern

agricultural/farming techniques, Zero grazing techniques, importance of working in

cooperatives and associations, child right’s protection, networking organizational

strategies, health and nutrition, techniques of managing small scale self help projects, and
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on education, thus playing an increasingly important role in augmenting capacities of

local people. Capacity building is therefore, an important aspect because most policies

have failed partly due to lack of human capacities, organizational capacities, and

managerial capacities, especially in rural areas where, illiteracy rates are so very high,

capacity building is further very important in line with the environment because of the

fact that it has enabled local population to integrate development and environmental

policies.

Robert 0. Keohane has given out guidelines that can help in preventing failures in

capacity building and has provided cautionary measures, he argues that capacity building

efforts can be thwarted by the political interests of donors/finders who feel compelled to

hire experts from their own countries, instead of developing the skills of local peoples.

Investing in promoting local capacities can help in bringing out local experts who are

able to better understand risks involved in management and how to address them. Robert

0. Keohane and Marc A. Levy, Institutions for Environmental Aid, 1 996A4.

World Vision Rwanda program, once known as a relief organization is now slowly and

gradually moving away from care and welfare provision services to more long term and

sustainable development approaches where the local people can be able to sustain

themselves even when the third sector ceases to operate in Rwanda, and feel ownership

of the program. World Vision Rwanda is going beyond welfare functions, and it is

working towards structural change in nyamagabe to remove dehumanizing conditions

that subjects humanity to suffering. In order to achieve this strategy, before opening an

ADP in a certain area, World Vision carries out what is called Transformational

development indicators rneasurements( TDI). The purpose of these TDI measurements is

to measure the quality of lives of Women, Children and Men, thereby identifying factors

causing abject poverty, inequality, and exploitation that marginalizes numerous groups of

people in the community. Thus World Vision has the goal of transforming of the existing

structures, systems and relationships in order to promote human dignity.



Rural development practitioners have suggested that nothing in the field of development

is as popular to promote or as difficult to accomplish as capacity building therefore, it

goes without saying that in order to achieve sustainable development, there is need to

build the local capacities, or even utilizing existing capacity, this is not only vital in the

effective and sustainable implementation of only environmental programs and

environmental improvements, but also other aspects of rural development. Effective

developmental Aid will carefully target capacity building efforts to specific bottlenecks

which could be political, administrative, economic, financial, entrepreneurship, or

technical capacity weaknesses within local communities, government circles, private

sector, Sectoral ministries, local NGOs, or even local governments.

Since 1970’s, the NGOs involvement in social — economic development of rural areas has

become an increasingly important feature, attracting donor and financial institution’s

confidence to the extent that World bank and other lending financial institutions prefers

to work with these organizations. The World bank’s growing collaboration with the

NGOs can be attributed to the expanding role and influence of the NGOs sector generally

as well as increasing recognition within the World bank as to the specific benefits which

the NGOs involvement can bring to bank financed operations. Between 1973 and

1988,only six percent of World bank financed projects involved NGOs, in 1993 over one

third of all approved projects included some form of NGO involvement, and in 1994 this

percentage increased to one half. Carmen Malena, working with NGOs, 1995:13

World Vision — Rwanda program has formed collaborative and alliances and it has taken

quasi government functions that the government itself might not be able to or may be ill~

equipped to perform, such as delivering services to/in rural areas and mobilizing

resources at the local level. World Vision has also contributed towards water extension to

the schools in nyamagabe district, which is a new innovation ,no wonder therefore that

considering the fact that NGOs are very flexible, they are well placed to develop and

experiment with new approaches and innovative practices .Water is life, and it has been

considered as an important ingredient of life, therefore water harvesting is essential for
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this area because it is usually harvested during the rainy season and used during the dry

seasons, this has solved the problem of water scarcity in these selected schools.

The effective, quality, and sustainability of social — economic development strategies of

rural areas can not be achieved without local popular participation, popular participation

is increasingly being recognized as an essential ingredient in achieving effective and

sustainable development, this is what World Vision is doing in nyamagabe district, it is

promoting participatory approaches towards development. World Vision promotes

beneficiary participation through the elected committees locally called the ADP

committees. NGOs are helping to ensure that local people play an active role in the

decision making processes of the smooth running of the day to day ADP affairs such as in

the budgeting, planning, and in the monitoring and evaluation of the project.

However, whereas not all NGOs are participatory, most of them World Vision Rwanda

inclusive work directly with local populations, thus promoting active beneficiary

participation and stressing community ownership by offering experience in participatory

project planning, monitoring community mobilization, and facilitation techniques.

Community ownership of projects and programs has in most cases been identified as the

major contributing factor towards sustainable and successful projects. Working directly

with !through the local community has played an important role in transmitting projects

information to the beneficiaries and enhancing the uptake of the project benefits.

The aspect of advocacy has been another vital contribution of the World Vision in this

region, World Vision Rwanda has brought to the fore front the perspective of those

whose economic and political voice is weakest including the women, ethnic minorities,

advocating for the poor, marginalized and the vulnerable children and orphans. bringing

closer and extending project benefits to those who need it most is a challenging task, the

needy, poorest and most disadvantaged people are worse still the most difficult to reach

because they live in remote, transient and beyond the sphere of public service networks

and this has made them to be forgotten.

World Vision Rwanda in nyamagabe district has also been involved in the lobbying and

advocacy for the poorest of the poor and children involved in the child labor, and world



vision has been partly termed an advocacy NGO. Though World Vision is involved in the

mix of activities including service delivery and policy analysis, it serves as a voice of

those weaker members of the society. net working with other development NGOs and

institutions and advocating of policies that address social concerns.

Responding to local needs through community consultation has been identified as an

important factor for achieving sustainable development. World Vision has acted and

encouraged the direct/indirect consultation with the beneficiaries and has acted on them,

or even represented these views to the responsible people including the government,

especially those actions that are beyond their reach. It has also played an important role in

eliciting the views of the local people and enhancing the awareness of the local needs.

However, as Carmen notes, eliciting the views of local people is not enough, the

information elicited is only useful if it comes early enough on in the project cycle to

influence project objectives and goals, and project staff is willing and able to adapt the

project accordingly. NGO involvement in and of itself is no guarantee that a project will

be more flexible, NGOs can facilitate an enhanced awareness of local needs, this

however will have little impact unless appropriate project mechanisms are in place to

ensure that local feedback is incorporated and acted upon. Carmen Malena, Working

with NGOs ,1995:45.

As a community oriented NGOs, and operating at the community level, World Vision

Rwanda has managed to bring together community members in associations and

cooperatives to not only address both the immediate and long term community based

interests, but also to reconcile given the dark history of Rwanda that culminated in the

genocide, further more, its services have been extremely vital in the identification of local

needs through beneficiary participation, and in the policy designs and project

implementation and program development.

Sustainability and project ownership by the community is one of the most cherished

objectives of World Vision Rwanda, it operates right from the smaller administrative unit

or a Cell to the district level through their representatives, and it has been labeled a
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community organization. Moreover, past experience has shown that development

sustainability is enhanced only when communities play an active role in project activities.

World Vision Rwanda has encouraged working through CBOs of nyamagabe district

because it believes is one of the most effective means of building community ownership

and thus ensuring along term institutional presence in the community, especially when

the project phases out.

The achievement of social — economic development of rural areas can only be possible

when environmental issues are tackled, it is in this line of thought that World Vjsion

Rwanda has been very instrumental in addressing environmental concerns.

Environmental reports on the state of the world have indicated numerous environmental

problems facing our modern society. According to Martin O’Reilly, the Global

environmental Out look — (GEO 2000) report prepared by UNEP advise that frill scale

emergencies now exist on a number of issues including water scarcity, land degradation,

tropical forest clearance, species loss and climate warming, some of these issues such as

climate warming and biodiversity loss are global or so pervasive that they affect all

countries. Martin O’Reilly, Kampala International University, Environmental

management module 13, 2008:1

As noted above, our contemporary world is threatened by environmental problems such

as declining food security, soil degradation, desertification, water scarcity, high

population densities, industrialization and urbanization has increased pressure on the

available land and water, emissions of particulates,S02, lead, heavy metals and toxic

chemicals continue to expose the population to health risks, high pollution levels of water

and air, and most land is now vulnerable to deterioration from saline, alkaline and

nutrient deposition. World Vision Rwanda has encouraged environmental conservation

strategies among the beneficiaries through planting of trees, managing existing trees and

practicing proper agriculture methods.

Healthcare services has been another area of operation for World Vision Rwanda in

nyamagabe district. Local population has been sensitized on immunizing their children,

environmental health, health education and promotion, nutrition and disease prevention,
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how to control and prevent communicable diseases and integrated management of

childhood illnesses. Rwanda’ s health outcomes are still worse than most of our

neighbors, and it has been observed that there is a strong link between poverty and health,

ill health has been identified as the most frequently cited cause and consequence of

poverty, not only in Rwanda but in all less developing countries. Thus World Vision has

factored responses to health into the annual operational plans.

Health has been defined as an economic good with several characteristics, which means

that public intervention is is highly needed in this sector, this is because of the fact that

many people are poorly informed about health issues consequently exposing them to

increased health risks of diseases as well making them to seek inappropriate medical

treatments in case of illnesses, hence the provision of information about health is a public

good. Furthermore, most illnesses are infectious making peoples actions to affect the

surroundings and the closer neighbors. Worse still, despite higher medical charges that

make poor people unable to access health care, the sick people are at a greater risk of

poverty and the poor people are more likely to become sick so much that assisting the

sick people is an effective way of addressing poverty.

World Vision International has helped in treating sponsored and other needy OVCs of

difficult diseases which themselves would not manage such as the prevention and

treatment of cardiac disease and of mental illnesses. Several cases of children who are

suffering from the heart disease and mental illnesses have been referred to expensive and

powerful medical centers such as Faiysal hospital or even to distant hospitals outside the

country in Kenya, South Africa, and in India.

World Vision Rwanda has positively responded to the impact of HIV/AIDS on children

in the program and their guardians/parents. The impact of HIV/AIDS on children is

complex and multi faceted, they may be exposed to abuse, discrimination, or even

stigma. It has been observed that more than thirteen million children under the age of

fifteen ,most of them in the Sub Saharan Africa have lost one or both parents to AIDS.

and according to many studies of the UNDP, such as that of 2001. this number is
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expected to increase to more than twenty five million by the year 2010,and the African

continent is the most hard hit continent. World Vision Rwanda has responded to thi

scourge with some positive achievements, apart from offering guidance and counseling to

the victims of WV/AIDS, the ADP has contracted and signed agreements with the

existing medical centers to provide ARVs, VCT services, health education, constructing

houses for the weak ones, and providing them high vitamin/protein and body building

foods. In this case, World Vision is considered a humanitarian NGO that is

developmental oriented because it among others addresses some of the most egregious

human rights violations such as failure of domestic and foreign governments to protect

economic and social rights, to provide assistance, and to refrain from depriving millions

of people who struggle without the most fundamental means of subsistence.

2.5 BRIEF HISTORY OF WORLD VISION IN7ERA~A TIONAL

An American journalist turned evangelist called Bob Pierce started World Vision

International in 1950 and was legally incorporated on the 22~ September 1950, and by

August 1968 the name World Vision International was adopted to indicate the world

wide scope and its varied ministries, it was founded on Christian principles of Love,

Justice and Compassion while in Korea on an evangelical mission. Officially, the name

World Vision was adopted in august 1968 to indicate the world wide scope and different

ministries it is involved in. World Vision International assists vulnerable and

disadvantaged children and their families, widows, orphans and the neglected by

extension of humanitarian assistance and preaching to them the good news of the

Kingdom of God. World Vision International currently operates in over one hundred

countries in the Middle East, Eastern Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin America and offices

that raise funds include Austria, Australia, USA, UK, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Newsland,

Canada etc. World Vision Rwanda Human Resource Manual,2002.

World Vision International operates in over one hundred countries world wide

specifically in Latin America, Africa, Eastern Europe, Asia, and Middle East, the various
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countries that sponsor World Vision include Australia, Canada, Korea, Japan, Unites

States of America, Netherlands, Germany, United Kingdom, Ireland, New Zealand,

France, Austria, Malaysia and Switzerland. World Vision International promotes

agriculture, reconciliation and peace building, sponsorship of vulnerable children, health

and nutrition, Relief, rehabilitation, micro enterprise, psycho-social support, rural

development, water and sanitation, shelter, and education.

World Vision International is a Christian humanitarian non government organization that

is an international partnership of Christians whose mission statement is to follow our

Lord and savior, Jesus Christ in walking with the poor and oppressed to promote human

transformation, seek justice, and bear witness to the good news of the kingdom of God.

World Vision International is dedicated to the following key issues:

+ Promotion of holistic child development and the area she/he resides in

+ Child advocacy and welfare in holistic terms

+ Transformational sustainable development

+ Community/rural development

+ Response to disasters and catastrophes by provision of relief services.

+ Witness to Jesus Christ through deeds, word, and life.

+ Awareness creation to promote public understanding and involvement

+ Promotion pfjustice that changes unjust environment that affects the poor.

+ Promotion of Church values and support to the Church.

World Vision Rwanda begun its activities in 1994 as a response to the 1994 genocide that

had caused massive destruction in terms of property and human to the Rwandan people.

World Vision Rwanda helps communities in the Northern province~ southern province.

Eastern province and the Central province, and is under the leadership of a national

director and has both national and International staff of varied religious background

estimated at three hundred staff The national director is assisted by five directors

including Programs Management Director, Finance and Administration Director, Health
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and nutrition Director, Technical Support Services Director, Human Resources Director,

and Senior Manager Advocacy, Communication and Church Relations.

According to Norbert Clement and Warren Nyamugasira, Rwanda presents a rare case: a

country which collapsed politically, economically, institutionally, socially, and even

morally through a genocide, the task to rebuild the country and reconcile its communities

is enormous — World Vision Rwanda with the assistance of the world wide partnership is

committed to contributing to this holistic reconstruction. Norbert Clement and Warren

Nyamugasira, World Vision operational plan, 1997:3 Tn order to achieve this goal,

World Vision Rwanda is committed to transforming rural agricultural sector, community

capacity building, awareness creation with regard to HIV/AIDS, peace building and

reconciliation, addressing health and nutrition problems, contributing towards better

water and sanitation facilities, provision of shelter to the poorer families,

entrepreneurship, caring for vulnerable children by providing them childhood education

and spiritual nurture.

2.6WORLJ) VJSIONRWANDA PROGRAA’IS

Rwanda has steadily moved away from a strictly emergency~relief environment to a more

sustainable development oriented context, so is the World Vision Rwanda. World Vision

Rwanda designed in 2000 a program called Area Development program (ADPs) through

which sustainable development of rural community will be ensured, because each ADP is

assigned different assignments to accomplish including Health and nutrition, agriculture

and entrepreneurship, food security, Healing, peace building and reconciliation,

childhood education, sponsorship management, reconstructionlrehabilitation, and shelter,

There are currently twenty four ADPs that are scattered in almost all parts of the country

The HIV/AIDS and Health program: According to a progress report produced by the

UNICEF - Rwanda, HTV seroprevalence was at 10 percent in rural areas and I 1 percent

in urban areas, one in four pregnant women tested positive in Kigali. .., more than one

newborn baby in ten does not reach his/her first birthday, almost two children in ten do
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not see their fifth birthday. Malaria and acute respiratory infections remain the major

child killers, HIVIAIDS now represent another challenge a 25 to 30 per cent of pregnant

women in urban areas are HIV positive and risk infecting their children. UNICEF

Country Program in Rwanda, Progress Report 6, January to December 1999:9 — 11. In

order to solve this problem, World Vision Rwanda has embarked on awareness creation

aimed at prevention measures, rehabilitating health centers in collaboration with other

partners, and training of local health animators who help bring awareness o their families,

friends, neighbors, and general community about prevention of diarrhoeal diseases,

malaria, family planning, nutrition, mother and child health, and HIV/AIDS prevention.

World Vision Rwanda will closely work with other development partners especially the

ministry of health whose major aim with regard to HIV/AIDS scourge is to prevent and

mitigate the social-economic impact of FIIV/AIDS on the individual and community at

large. The HTV/AIDS interventions will be integrated into other development projects to

have meaningful results. This scourge has been caused by various factors such as

ignorance, war and genocide, lack of proper information and poverty, therefore World

Vision will provide the necessary information especially to the rural population in order

to reduce the risk of infection.

Peace building and reconciliation Project: the recent Rwandan history reveals numerous

instances of ethnic conflict, revenge, denied justice, the nature of the 1994 genocide

however was unique because men and women. boys and girls, strangers and neighbors.

clergy and laity took part in the carnage, essential trust in social fabric of the country has

been destroyed and replaced by pervasive suspicion, hostility and insecurity. The

upheaval has affected interpersonal and community interaction across ethnic, economic

religious, geographic, generational and political lines, although some groups are

relatively visible victims of violence, the real victim has been the society itself. Norbert

Clement and Warren Nyamugasira, World Vision Rwanda operational plan, 1997:133.

This statement shows seriously how healing, reconciliation and peace building project is

very vital,
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World Vision has actively been working with existing unity and reconciliation initiatives

such as the national unity and reconciliation commission Faith based organizations and

the Church aimed at healing and reconciling the Rwandan people, the peace building

healing and reconciliation project will be integrated into the existing program projects for

the better synergy, and this project has been emphasized because of building harmony

among Rwandan people, and society can only develop when it is healthier in psycho

social terms.

Emergency Response and Disaster Mitigation (ERDM) Project. Disasters either man

made or natural have posed threats to man and development, they may range from floods,

earthquakes, fire, volcanic eruptions, long droughts, and so forth. Rwanda has been

facing negative impacts of droughts, volcanic eruptions and floods, which calls for

strengthening of this project so that negative impacts are off set.

Development Assistance Program(DAP).This is a program for World Vision which is

aimed at specifically supporting and developing the agriculture sector by fighting soil

erosion, constructing the terraces, training farmers in modern farm techniques, and

organizing farmers into productive associations in order to realize food security and

increased agricultural productivity.

The Christian Impact program: As a Christian organization, World Vision Rwanda has

worked with the existing church denominations through the Tnterchurch committee, and

has supported the church spiritually and in social — economic transformation. Spiritual

demands for the community members, volunteers and the project staff have been fulfilled

through this program.

The orphans and Vulnerable children (OVC’ s), these are children facing a variety of life

challenges including lack of shelter, education, clean water and sanitation, lack of basic

needs, health problems, HTV/AIDS, and the violation of their rights, World Vision has

worked hard to address their problems through this project.
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Poverty reduction program: World Vision Rwanda has helped Rwandan population

through capacity building and empowerment of rural farmers through training them in

better methods of farming, providing high yielding seeds and agricultural inputs such as

fertilizers and tools, giving them domestic animals family planning, and extending to

them loans through the Vision Finance.

Partnership/Alliances building: World Vision Rwanda has built alliances and

strengthened her external relations with the following partners,

+ Government Ministries of Local government and Social Affairs, Ministry of

Health, Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock, Ministry of Education Ministry of

Commerce, Industry, Investment Promotion, Tourism and Cooperatives, Ministry

of Youth, culture and Sports, and the Ministry of Gender and Family promotion.

+ Strengthening the support office countries by adhering to donor expectations,

these countries include: Canada, Australia, United States of America, United

Kingdom, New Zealand, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, France, Germany, Finland,

Netherlands, Austria, Switzerland, Ireland, Malaysia and Hongkong.

+ World Vision Rwanda has partnered with research institutes and hospitals.

2.7 A LOOK AT THE CAUSES OF UNDERDEVELOPMENT IN LESS

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

The current levels of under development in less developing countries has been blamed

on both the indigenous and even foreign imposed causes which are in the form of

economical, social and political. They include the following,

Under developed and underutilization of the natural resources is one of the indigenous

factors that has been responsible for the underdevelopment of poorer economies. It is

important to note that some of these poorer countries are endowed with rich natural

resources such as the Democratic Republic of Congo, but due to low levels of social and
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economic organization, market and capital accessibility, and poor technological know

how, these resources have been left underutilized, hence causing underdevelopment.

Political instabilities that characterize most of the poorer countries have contributed to

underdevelopment, most of these economies are characterized by high rates of civil wars,

and civil strife and abrupt change of governments majorly caused by undemocratic

tendencies greed for political power, and vicious cycle of poverty. The vicious cycle of

poverty refers to a situation where the governments and their populations have low levels

of income, savings, investments, and capital accumulation, these low investments lead to

low incomes, and low employment levels, and the cycle continues leading to chronic

underdevelopment.

Poor resources allocation mechanisms and wastage of social and economic resources is

another indigenous factor causing underdevelopment of poorer economies. There has

been massive investments in unproductive projects such as the financing of civil wars,

and wasting economic resources on armed weaponry and massive corruption and

embezzlements of public funds by politicians and top public servants.

Furthermore, another cause of underdevelopment in LDCs is the high levels of

unemployment and underemployment of human resources coupled with poor and

undeveloped social security and social services mechanisms to cater for the welfare state.

This problem is caused among other problems by limited employment opportunities, low

levels of entrepreneurship and skills and finally by the effects of structural adjustment

programs taking center stage in most LDC’s.

The other cause of underdevelopment of LDCs is the low levels of technology and

technological backwardness, low levels of technology has constrained poor countries by

causing inefficiencies in production, high costs of production and structural rigidities,

even the technological transfer from developed countries to less developed countries is so

costly, and the education system that could remedy this situation is not well suited to

provide the necessary technological knowledge, it is much theoretical than practical,
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hence developing countries spend a lot in hiring external expatriates to provide that

needed technology.

Non government organizations have also shared in contributing towards under

development of developing countries due to misappropriation of development funds

meant to develop these countries. According to the booklet of the Action Against Hunger

it argues that nor were the International NGOs able to resist the temptation of easy

money.. ,NGOs managers for example would propose projects to their local partners with

the sole aim of sharing the budget, since it would be they would supervise the project, the

occasional lack of professionalism on the part of the expatriate managers and the

limitations inherent in the climate of insecurity that is never improved create the

condition for the misappropriation of the humanitarian funds, Action Against

Hunger,2002:44.

The decline in aid —flows from most countries in the North has caused difficulties in

many developing countries burdened by heavy administrative structures, many of them

have been forced to comply with the recommendations of the International Monetary

Fund and undertake structural reforms for which there have been varying degrees of

political acceptance. These liberalization reforms have also had unexpected and often

undesirable lateral effects such as reductions in budgetary expenditure that place

administrations in difficulty, delegitimization of government bodies, decentralization of

decision making authority, emphasis on external over internal legitimacy, even in trying

to keep with trend towards liberalization, a number of state functions have been

privatized.

2.8 OHARAC[ERJSTIGS OF NON GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS

The concept ‘ NGOs’ is a very wider and broader term because it encompasses quite

many and varied Local and International organizations. Concerning development, NGOs

range from large, Northern — based charities such as Care International, Oxfam, and
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World Vision International, to community — based self help groups in the south, they also

include Universities, research institutes, professional associations, churches, and the

lobby groups.

The aims and objectives; the aims must be genuinely international in character with the

intention to cover operations in at least three countries especially if it an International

NGO, hence such bodies as World Vision International, Compassion International, Care

International, and so forth have displayed international character and are thus

international in nature. Furthermore, there most be individual members or collective

participation with flail voting rights from at least three countries, membership must be

open to any appropriate qualified individual or entity in the organization’s area of

operations. Boulding Elise, Building a global Civic Culture,1998:1 19

Financial sources and structure, with regard to sources of finance the substantial

contributions to the budget must come from ~t least three or more countries, there must

be no attempts to make profits for distribution to members, this does not exclude

organizations which exist in order to help members themselves to make more profits or

better their economic situation, but it does exclude international business enterprises,

investment houses and cartels. With regard to the stmcture the constitution must provide

for a formal structure giving members the right periodically to elect governing body and

officers, there must be the permanent headquarters and provision made for continuity of

operations. Boulding Elise, 1998:118

Boulding Elise furthermore argues that the other characteristics for NGOs can be viewed

in the relations with other organizations and their activities, with regard to relations with

other organizations, entities organically connected with another organization are not

necessarily excluded, but there must be evidence that they lead an independent life and

elect their own officers, internal or subsidiary committees appointed by and reporting to

one of the structural units of a given organization are excluded. Boulding

Elise,1998: 119 Concerning activities, the evidence of current activity must be available,
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organizations which have given no sign of life during the previous couple of years are

treated as dead.

NGOs have been characterized according to the roles and functions they perform and

how they do that kind of performance, there are primarily operational NGOs whose

primary purpose is the design and implementation of development related projects, and

the Advocacy NGOs whose primary purpose is to defend or promote a specific cause and

who seek to influence the policies and practices of the International lending institutions

such as the lTv[F, and the WORLD BANK and in turn these financial institutions have

preferred to work directly with these two kinds of NGOs because of their flexibility,

management style, influence and quick response to demanding circumstances. However,

as noted by Carmen Malena , et al, 1995:14, these two categories are not mutually

exclusive, a growing number of NOOs engage in both operational and advocacy

activities, and some advocacy groups, while not directly involved in designing and

implementing projects, focus on specific project-related concerns.

According to Tendler James, NGOs are characterized by having a comparative advantage

in reaching the poor community whereby the poor people are able to participate in the

projects and activities that concern them, in this process local community learn to own

and gain control over their destiny and lives rather than in executing particular tasks, the

interventions are characterized by flexibility and experimentation in large measure

because they tend to be on a smaller scale and the cost of interventions tend to be lower

than that of traditional agencies as well as a large host of government interventions.

Tendler James, Turning Private voluntary Agencies into development Agencies,1982:2

NGOs have primarily been characterized further by humanitarian or cooperative rather

than profits or commercial objectives, they are able to form closer links with the local

communities and to engender community ownership and participation in development

efforts. Historically, NGOs have been known for their quick response to new

circumstances and they can experiment with new innovative approaches, they can

identify emerging issues and through their consultative and participatory approaches,
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they can identify and express beneficiary needs and views that otherwise might not be

heard. There are different methods and goals through which NGOs work, whereas some

NGOs seem to be active, openly criticizing the ruling government, shaming politicians

who abuse human rights, organizing demonstrations and work in coalitions, others work

alone, and prefers diplomacy to violence.

NGOs have on many occasions been referred to as non profit organizations or even

synonymous with these organizations which has caused confrision — this is not true and a

clear distinction must be drawn between the two because whereas NGOs deeply involve

themselves in advocacy roles, the non profits on the other hand do not engage in

advocacy roles of any kind. Non profits include the Universities, Museums, Schools,

Institutions and Hospitals. Further more, there are three other generally accepted

characteristics that exclude particular types of bodies from being considered as NGOs,

that is to say that an NGO will not be constituted as a political party, it will be non profit

making, and it will not be a criminal group or a violent one. These characteristics apply in

general usage because they match the conditions for recognition by the United Nations

and the Union of International Associations for INGOs and are included in the Year book

of International Organizations.

However, some NGOs may in practice be closely identified with a political party, many

NGOs generate income from commercial activities notably consultancy contracts or sales

of publications, and some NGOs may be associated with violent political groups and

protests, nevertheless, an NGO is never constituted as a government bureaucracy, a

political party, a company, a criminal organization, or a guerilla group. This research

work will regard NGOs as independent voluntary association of people working together

on a continuous basis to achieve common purpose other than achieving and making

profits or involve in illegal undertakings.
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On what seems to be a negative feature for quite a good number of NGOs is that NGOs

have no legal guarantee and are not guaranteed some legal immunity because they are not

subject to the International law. As a result, some Home countries have used these NGOs

to advance their political motives, however, this objective is kept secretly and careful

controls are normally exercised by subsidizing governments to prevent diplomatic

embarrassments as well as negative political fall out. According to Gram Vikas, he

argues that it is not correct to assume that all NGOs are do-gooders. who have a magic

wand to remove all ills of society, at the same time, it is not correct also to generalize that

all NGOs are corrupt or mismanaged, there are a number ofNGOs floating around in the

name of people’s development, even the most corrupt politicians have registered NGOs,

we have to realize that like there are good and bad government officials, and not all

bureaucrats are corrupt, so also there are good and bad NGOs,

Concerning operational purposes, NGOs could be classified by the characteristics such as

the purpose of the organization whether religious versus secular, the operational

orientation for example, a relief and welfare orientation versus a development orientation,

the approach for example, service delivery versus participatory activities, and lastly the

degree of openness, for example a larger degree of openness and public exposure versus a

more closed, private character, or willingness to cooperate with other organizations and

institutions.

The innovation objective has characterized NGOs, and this is an objective through which

an organization makes operational its definition of what an organization’s objectives are,

economically speaking there are three kinds of innovation in every business and

organization/enterprise namely the innovation in the product or the services, innovation

in the market/consumer place, innovation in the consumer behavior and values, and the

innovation in the various skills and activities needed to make the products and services

and to bring them closer to the consumer and the market. These are called respectively

product innovation, social innovation, and managerial innovation.
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in some countries, the relationship between NGOs and governments may involve both

mutual understanding and some constraints, these may involve issues like political, legal,

ideological, and administrative constraints .How ever, in some instances, they are often

seen as intermediaries between various development actors and building bridges between

people and communities on one side, and governments development institutions, donors

and development agencies on the other side.

How ever, all in all, World Vision International — Rwanda programme works in

partnership with the government of Rwanda in order to develop the people, and this has

been the trend in most if not all countries of the world, especially in developing world.

No wonder therefore that the 21st century relationship between governments and non

government organization has been characterized by largely mutual understanding and

partnerships which reflects a certain admission of mutual dependence, but this

relationship does not remove some tensions that some times exists between the two

partners in the process of achieving long lasting sustainable social~economic

development, service delivery, and poverty reductions.

The terminology of partnership of recent has become an important defining aspect in

NGOs — government relations. In some countries, it has been interpreted to mean

working together in all developmental aspects, while in other countries, it has signified a

realization that NGOs should provide financial financial, technical and other resources to

the government. This partnership has also meant that governments should have control

over these organizations and even compromising what NGOs wish to implement.

Another important issue to note about this partnership is that in a situation where

government institutional capacity is politically and economically weak, and the NGO

muscle strong, partnership is interpreted to mean governments acceptance of NGOs

prominence and legitimacy in service delivery, project implementation, decision making

and resource allocation, in cases where the government is strong and the NGOs weak,

then it is the government to decide the fate of NGOs especially with regard to resource

allocation and service delivery, it can therefore be noted here that the more powerful the

government, the more it can define its relations and partnerships with the Non

government organizations.
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Given their voluntary nature, NGOs on several occasions have been questioned over their

legitimacy, source of funding accountability issues, credibility, and their claims as to

mandate and constituencies represented. Some NGOs may have limited strategic visions

regarding sustainable development, they may also have limited managerial and

organizational capacities, limited technical capacities and small resource base which

hinders maximum beneficiary satisfaction and enjoyment.

Vander Heij den has asserted that one of the most important feature for the NGOs is their

ability to deliver emergency relief and development funds and services at a much lower

cost to many people in the remote areas, their rapid innovative and flexible responses to

emerging financial and technical assistance needs at the grass roots level, their long

standing familiarity with social sector growth and poverty alleviation, their experience

with small and medium development and self help projects and their working

mechanisms of involving the beneficiaries in projects that concern them. Vander Heij den,

development impact and effectiveness ofNGOs,l 986:35-36.

2.9 ROLES AND 1MFORTANOE OF NON GO VERNMENT ORGANIZA liON TO

RWANDAN ECONOMY

Governments all over the world, Rwanda government inclusive, are increasingly

recognizing the role of Non Government Organization in the struggle against rural

poverty and in the process of speeding up the social-economic development

of especially less developed economies since there is no single actor that can cause it to

happen. Non government organizations are thus strongly being recognized by

governments as potent forces for social-economic

development and transformation, and are very important partners in nation

building and general national development, especially for rural development.

Thus non government organizations-World Vision inclusive are among the most

important providers of social and economic services and social welfare, and these
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services have helped and aided the dis-advantaged, distressed, the vulnerable persons and

groups and even governments. NGOs have been very instrumental in transforming lives

of marginalized persons, regions and groups in the rural world, and according to

Williams, the International NGOs have been effective in their ability to work at the grass

roots level and to operate in remote areas or sectors that did not have efficient growth and

developmental activities. Williams. A. A growing role for NGOs in

development, 1996:32

According to Henry Hans, the core of the NGOs are to bridge the giver and the receiver,

and if the work of bridging the gap between the giver and the receiver were left to the

market forces, there would be high possibility of cheating the receiver because of

asymmetric information, Henry Hans, the role ofNon profit Enterprise,1980: 11

Mario Padro, Non governmental organizations, 1987:70-77 has argued that a country can

develop only when its poor people become aware of the oppressing forces that oppress or

undermine their development, in this line of thought, NGOs have played vital roles and

are being recognized as key agents of change in the livelihoods of rural population.

NGOs have been very instrumental in organizing local population in various associations,

coalitions, clubs, and committees which have generated awareness creation with regard to

human violations of the local populations and as such they have in one way or the other

demanded their rights though with minimum achievement.

According to Cameron C., Non government organizations always meets their self help

development projects objectives of alleviating poverty in poor regions.

Cameron C. and Cooking J. The Evaluation of NGOs activities, Organization,

Methodology, and results, 1991: 12. As a result,local associations, organizations, and clubs

have been provided with low cost credit facilities from local banking institutions like the

cooperative banks, peoples banks and the Vision Finance Company (VFC) for World

Vision Rwanda that extends low cost credit facilities to rural poor.
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The role of NGOs as conscience keepers through advocacy, the plight of poor

communities is accentuated because they are voiceless, they do not have representation

either in political processes or in administration for their concerns to be either heard or

addressed, human rights and environmental violations in the development of

construction, harnessing of water bodies, setting up of industries and so forth are

common place all over the world. The local population are displaced without a care and

in the name of compensation and rehabilitation uprooted from places they have inhabited

for centuries, by mobilizing people and building pressure groups the government is

forced to acknowledge the rights of the people and ensure social justice, a role which is in

fact central to its being.

NGOs play a vital role in demonstrating interventions towards improving the quality of

life of rural communities, through conscientisation, awareness generation and capacity

development processes, they attempt to break the cycle of deprivation and poverty to

enable rural poor to assert their rights and lead a dignified quality of life. While quality of

life is an esoteric concept certain elements of it can be captured by indicators of

qualitative an quantitative improvements in employment opportunities, and income

levels, access to schooling, and higher education. access to healthcare services and

hygienic living conditions, good housing, piped water supply, electricity, and better

communication facilities. This assertion is confirmed by the evaluation exercise

conducted by the officials of the Aid Agency of Development Assistance Committee or

the DAC, these officials conducted this exercise on social services, and rural growth and

development and they concluded that NGOs have a good record in the rural-economic

growth and development. However, Clark J has challenged this view on the grounds of

poor management styles adopted by most NGOs, he argues that many NOOs are prone to

slow response resulting from cumbersome decision making, and power struggles between

competing functions and conflicting aims and objectives. Clark J. Democratizing

development, the role of voluntary organizations, 1991:25.
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Humanitarian Non Government Organizations, especially the International NGO’ s have

been commended for utilizing participatory approaches and employing large numbers of

local workers, providing funding and technical support for local initiatives. In fact, these

NGO’s have contributed towards fighting one of the biggest challenge facing developing

economies which is that of unemployment and underemployment, and as Honey M.

argues, NGOs in developing countries work in the interests of others particularly the poor

rather than themselves.

Honey M. Non governmental organizations and Public sector cooperation: 120

More over, the interplay between government policy and the activities groups in the

voluntary sector is somewhat complex, for instance, governments for decades have relied

on nonprofits organization to deliver public services.

Robert K. Fullinwider,1 999 :1 argues that NGO’s and civil society in general have

proliferated in the recent decades because of fundamental reasons which among others

are that, many people disillusioned with centralized governmental programs that deal

with poverty, joblessness, crime, drug addiction, and community decay, now look to the

institutions of civil society as the preferred agents for addressing these problems. In their

view, private, community — rooted organizations are more flexible and effective than

large scale government programs, better able to tailor their activities to community needs

and circumstances.

(Accordign to ... crafting the civic culture thr’INGOs) . . . pg 121 in our further

examination of TNGOs we want to be both critical and constructive, looking to the day

when INGOs can fulfill the high ideals associated with their founding, in fact, some

NGOs have been associated with poor performance in their developmental endeavors,

and as such some NGOs are prone to slow response resulting from cumbersome decision

making, power struggles between competing functions and conflicting aims, some NGOs

have been constrained by the challenge of replication especially of their work confirmed

by Broad head who continues to argue that smallness and social homogeneity often get

lost when NGO expand. Brodhead abd Herbert The bridge of Hope,1988:123
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Most importantly, World Vision International has been very successful in increasingly

attracting and mobilizing financial support, equipments, and technical expertise from the

well wishers and other charities which otherwise would be difficult for the local people to

do. These resources are used in assisting the local community, and in contributing

towards sustainable social-economic development and transformation, for example ADP

staff and leadership team have benefited from trainings organized by the World Vision

International leaders from the support office, and in turn these employees have trained

and sensitized the local beneficiaries who include both primary and secondary ones.

World Vision Rwanda program has educated the community on numerous issues

including gender issues, health sciences, unity and reconciliation, and on peace building.

World Vision being a child focused organization, it has advocated and improved the

quality of life, rights protection, and well being of vulnerable children, especially those

from families experiencing domestic violence and abuse. The marginalized groups and

the very poor are also targeted for assistance by World Vision. World Vision being a

community based organization, it has built the capacities of local associations and

community based organizations in child rights protection, advocacy and general child

holistic development.

NGOs have played very important roles regarding human well-being and welfare

especially in war situations. For instance,immediately after the 1994 Rwandan genocide

and war,voluntary agencies including World Vision took leading roles in uniting and

caring for war victims in most parts of the country that had experienced massive

destruction of human and social — economic infrastructure.

These agencies also responded to famine in this area and caring for war victims in these

two sectors and victims of genocide. These agencies organized the population and

distributed relief in this area near, fed an average of two hundred people per day,

established and administered make shift shelters,feeding centers, and hospitals meant for

care and support to war victims, in addition to this, World Vision took charge of orphans.

International NGOs World Vision included have played bigger roles in promoting Local

NGOs partnerships,like other International NGOs which are normally large and

frequently enjoying greater access to both human and capital resources than do their
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national counterparts, these local NGOs have sought out partnership with these bigger

and International NGOs and in turn they have supported the growth and promotion of the

indigenous NGO sector World Vision International-Rwanda program has supported local

NGO sector especially those related to social-economic transformation and child holistic

development, growth and rights protection. Local NGOs are normally competent and

enthusiastic, but their participation in their areas of social-economic transformation is

inhibited by a lack of sufficient resources such as financial, material, and in some cases, a

lack of experience in the project design, identification and implementation.These are the

gaps which are therefore filled by the support of International NGOs when they enter into

partnership with Local NGOs.

Though NGOs are thought to be a modern phenomena partly emanating from the

extension of citizenship rights in Europe and the America’s in the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries, modern man has increasingly found out that these organizations are

instruments that are used to meet community needs, defend interests or even promote

new policies. NGOs have been termed as human rights and social justice organizations,

civil societies, pressure groups by political scientists, or even the third sector by social —

economic scholars, which in some countries accounts for millions of jobs and injecting

billions of dollars in the local economy.

NGOs and the broader sector of the non profit organizations are normally called the third

sector to distinguish it from the government and the private business, in most cases

especially in developing countries, this sector is achieving greater and popular confidence

by the public and the general population is losing confidence in the governments because

of several reasons including financing wars, and investing heavily in the military sector

leaving little for social economic development. These governments have also destroyed

the concept of meaningful citizenship, hence the importance and contribution that the

third sector or autonomous community organizations makes is the restoration of the

meaningful citizenship. According to Peter Drucker, the mega states and governments

have all but destroyed the citizenship, to restore it, the post capitalist polity needs a third

sector in addition to the two generally recognized ones, the ~private sector’, of business

and the public sector of government- it needs an autonomous social sector. Peter Drucker,

the Essential Drucker,2001 :331
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According to Boulding, the role for NGOs can be seen in the areas of working for social

and economic development in the world, helping community members to communicate

and interact more easily, enabling people to pursue common goals across national

boundaries, improving general cooperation and friendship among all human beings,

working for peace among all nations and peoples of the world, promotion of general

cooperation and friendship among members, improving communications, promoting

members knowledge of each other so that members gain and make contacts across

nations. Boulding Elise, Building a global Civic Culture,1988: 120.

It is important not to over estimate what peoples organizations can do, few are rich, some

make excellent use of very limited resources, while others make poor use of rather

extensive resources, in examining any particular organization it is useful to look at its

structural features: size of paid staff, budget, frequency of membership meetings, number

and frequency of publications, interactive links with other organizations, extent of

consultative status with UN bodies, and type and extent of special projects and programs.

World Vision Rwanda is one of the strongest employers in the country employing almost

400 full time employees country wide,150 community workers, and over 5000 local

volunteers in all five ADP ‘ s found in nyamagabe district, while in nyamagabe district

alone, World Vision employs close to seventy employees in four ADPs, hence helping to

solve unemployment problem in this country.

KURET (Kenya,Uganda,Rwanda,Ethiopia Togather) is a project run by World Vision

International in four countries mentioned above whose goal is to turn the society’s rejects

such as street children, needy children without homes, orphans and vulnerable children,

and children involved in the dirty chores into useful young citizens. This project works

within all four ADPs, and so far numbers of vulnerable children have

been withdrawn from hard labor to primary/secondary/tertiary schooling, thus

contributing to child rights protection.

Many ethical NGOs have shown a remarkable ability to work beyond borders, and on

issues and in areas that governments and corporations fear to tread, Some NGOs tackle

root causes of conflicts, poverty, social-economic disadvantage, and responding to these

issues. NGOs flexibility, adaptability, and ability to build coalitions and use persuasion -
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software - are some of the traits that enhance their capability to build a world of

peacc(

World Vision Rwanda has been involved in what can be called voluntary action in

nyamagabe district whereby it carries out the care and welfare activities, some kind of

relief and welfare goods are offered to the poor and less privileged either to meet their

material needs or to help them meet their needs themselves, thereby addressing the

deeper causes of dis-advantage. This philosophy is inherited from the charitable work or

the philanthropy which flourished in the industrialized countries from the I 9” century on

words, philanthropy led to organizations being formed by the middle and wealthy classes

to provide relief and welfare to the poor and less privileged in the society. However this

is a short term strategy for fighting poverty, but World Vision does not encourage this

issue of ‘Hand out’, its strategy is to make the local population self sufficient.

Non government organizations play a vital role in demonstrating interventions towards

improving the quality of life of rural communities: through conscientisation, awareness

generation and capacity development processes, they attempt to break the cycle of

deprivation and poverty to enable rural poor to assert their rights and lead a dignified

quality of life. In rural areas, NGOs do contribute to creation of employment

opportunities, raise income levels, enables children access schooling, access to health

services and hygienic living conditions (

However, since the strength of NGOs is in their grass root, too much emphasis on high

level coordination may detract from what they can do best, for the mean time, local

involvement in the non governmental organizations that reflect one’s own life priorities

and awareness of and participation in the international dimensions of those organizations

is one of the best ways to make concrete events happen, thus contributing to the long run

development of the world civic culture. Boulding Elise,1998: 139.

Non governmental Organizations have become major players in advancing peace in areas

of conflict, increasingly, States and Intergovernmental organizations have delegated
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peace making and peace building tasks to NGOs that have conflict resolution, human

rights, developmental, education, the environmental protection, health and sanitation,

and humanitarian orientations to the extent that NGOs are doing even more than

government agencies meant for peace building. They have developed novel approaches

aimed at ending conflict and in getting the citizens engaged in the peace processes. NGOs

are doing mediation activities, providing humanitarian aid, building capacity among local

populations, and addressing the root causes of conflicts.

Many NGOs have had a long term presence in areas afflicted with intractable conflicts.

For instance, the International Federation of Family Associations of missing persons from

armed conflicts ( IFFAMPAC ) which is an International humanitarian NGO working

with family associations of missing persons from armed conflicts world

wide.(www.ngo.org,2008:4) This organization focuses on the surviving families of

armed conflict who face tremendous social, economic, legal, and cultural challenges

when a primary economic provider vanishes because of or as a result of conflicts.

International non governmental organizations have become vital players in social

economic development of rural areas to the extent that Joann Magretta has referred to

them as engines of development She argues that we rely on NGOs for education and

health care, they promote the arts of and protect the environment, we count on them to

minister to people in need, many non profits organizations tackle huge problems such as

hunger and poverty, and disease. Joann Magretta, What Management Is, 2002:112,

Non governmental organization’s rapid innovative responses to the emerging financial

development, relief and technical assistance have earned them a positive name, they have

been involved in grass root’s poverty reduction programs, financing development

projects, and advocacy campaigns of all sorts ranging from child rights to human rights

campaigns, this has made an expert who made an extensive study on the NGOs called

Williams to argue that the International NGOs have been effective in their ability to work

at a grass root level and to operate in the remote areas/sectors that did not have efficient

growth and developmental activities. A. Williams, A growing role for NGOs in

development,1 986:32-33.
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World Vision Rwanda has positively contributed towards reductions in the

unemployment problems, it currently employs around two hundred full time paid staff~

without mentioning the community volunteers and the indirect employees especially the

traders and business men/women since World Vision offers the markets to the local

entrepreneurs to purchase goods on its behalf.

Further more, a knowledge of NGOs, or not for profit organizations as they are

commonly called is important if only for the sole reason that they account for an average

of I in every 20 jobs in nations throughout the world, hence helping in reductions of

unemployment levels. A study by the Johns Hopkins University Institute for policy

studies found that in 9 countries between 1990 and 1995,non profit jobs grew by23%

compared to 6.2% for the whole economy. Thomas L, Wheelen and J. David Hunger,

Strategic Management and Business Policy, 2004:325.

Not for profit organizations (NGOs) employ over 25% of the workfbrce and own

approximately 15% of the Nation’s private wealth. In the United States alone, in addition

to several Federal, State, and Local government agencies, there are about 10000 not for

profit hospitals and nursing homes ( 85% ) of all hospitals,4,600 collages and

Universities, over 100000 private and public elementary and secondary schools, and

almost 350000 Churches and Synagogues, pius many thousands of Charities, and service

organizations.

The not- for-profit organizations (NGOs ) typically include private non profit

corporations such as hospitals, institutes, private collages, and organized charities. The

not-for-profit organization sector of an economy is important for several reasons, first,

society desires certain goods and services that profit making firms cannot or will not

provide. These are referred to as public or collective goods because people who might not

have paid for the goods receive benefits from them. Paved roads, police protection,

museums, and schools are examples of public goods. In economic terms, a person cannot
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use a private good unless she/he pays for it, however, once a public good is provided, any

one can use and can enjoy it.

World Vision Rwanda has contributed greatly to the community cohesion especially after

the 1994 genocide where neighbors butchered each other, and there was a great deal of

decay and dissolution of family and community and loss of values, so much that World

Vision is generating a powerftil counter current, it has been forging new bonds of

community cohesiveness, a new commitment to active citizenship, to social

responsibility, and to social values and norms. Among the many projects run by

Nyamagabe ADP is the Healing, Peace building, and reconciliation project ( HPR )
project with an HPR specialist stationed at the ADP, and whose role in collaboration with

government institutions like national unity and reconciliation commission is to contribute

towards community healing of the 1994 genocide wounds and trauma, promote

reconciliation and community ability to live and work together in harmony instead of

violence, and to build in the minds of the local population a culture of peace and value for

human being.

Furthermore, World Vision Rwanda has contributed to development of this area by

heightening awareness and influence policy concerning environmental degradation,

addressing environmental degradation and related problems such as degradation in a bid

to promote rural agricultural productivity. It has established a separate directorate in

charge of agricultural development called DAP that provides seedlings to the community,

trains the community on better methods of farming, and is heavily involved in training

the community and getting them involved in the act of land terracing in order to fight and

prevent soil erosion and thus promotion of better agricultural productivity, in addition to

this,it has provided organic and inorganic manure to farmers in these two sectors in order

to make the infertile acidic soils produce more food and cash crops. DAP has also

provided small domestic animals such as goats, hens, pigs, rabbits and some times cows

to poorer families so that their well-being could be promoted. In short. World Vision

Rwanda has been able to reach poorer communities and remote areas where government

services are limited/ineffective more easily.
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NGOs — World Vision International, Rwanda office usually play significant and critical

roles after a major disaster such as an earthquake has struck because of their local

knowledge, flexibility of operations, action oriented staff~ quick response in both

resources mobilization and use, and effectiveness in enlisting local volunteers and

mobilizing ft~nds for disaster relief and reconstruction, This is what happened I

of 2008 when the strong earth qua~c strucK Cyangugu area which neignbors these

two sectors, the role of World Vision Rwanda in assessing the damage and assisting the

victims was registered.

NGOs including humanitarian ones like World Vision International and Amnesty

International have contributed direct input to the United Nations body and to national!

territorial actions especially through its professional staff who has greatly enhanced their

impact, specific contributions have been realized in standard setting, strengthening UN

mechanisms and procedures including the establishment ,following the 1993 Vienna

World Conference of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, and more importantly

raising country situations at the Commission on Human Rights,

(through the 1503 procedure, thematic mechanisms, and the treaty — monitoring bodies).

Furthermore, World Vision Rwanda is contributing greatly to the capacity building

ranging from project planning, management and budgeting of not only local volunteers

and the community at large, but also to the ADP permanent staff, in what is today

management circles referred to as the knowledge worker. Managing knowledge work for

productivity is becoming the most crucial challenge to modern managers, this requires a

clear mission, careful placement, and continual learning and teaching, managing by and

through objectives, and self control, high demands but corresponding responsibility, and

accountability for performance and results. Peter F~Drucker, essential

Drucker,2001 :50.

Capacity building, World Vision Rwanda has built the capacities of the ADP staff, the

Church, Faith based organizations, partners and stakeholders, associations and Local

NGOs one way through which this is being facilitated in order to build the Local NGOs
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capacity building is through provision of training, trainings have been offered in research

and needs assessment, gender sensitivity, group dynamics, project management,

monitoring and evaluation, participatory techniques, environmental protection and

conservation, child holistic development, child advocacy, net working and resources

mobilization. These roles offered by World Vision in building social capital helps in

poverty reductions and the emergency of the strong civil society which are essential

ingredients in achieving long term, sustainable development at the community level. This

has promoted local ownership, and participation in designing and implementing local

projects by building self confidence and strengthening organizational capability among

the low income people.

Claude E, Welch has observed that the involvement of NGOs in relief and development

work began at the end of the nineteenth century, but it is essentially a post — world war 11

phenomena. After the reconstruction of Europe, some of these NGOs shifted their

attention to the newly independent states of Africa and Asia, but remained peripheral

actors until the early 1 980s as most development aid was bilateral. They initially took on

humanitarian assistance pertaining to drought, famines, and civil strife in these areas, and

then remained to pursue development work with the goals of reconstituting the economic,

social and eventually, in some cases political structures. Claude E. Welch, et.al 205.

However, not all NGOs are or have been doing well of course, Peter Drucker in his

drawn example from the USA which could be of usefulness in the Rwandan situation

argues that a good number of community hospitals are in dire straits, traditional churches

and synagogues —liberal, conservative, evangelical, fundamentalists-are still steadily

losing members. Indeed, the sector overall has not expanded in the last ten to fifteen

years, either in terms of the money it raises (when adjusted for inflation),or in the number

of volunteers. For World Vision Rwanda to solve this problem, it is encouraging local

and community ownership of the program by building local capacities, but even then,

when an NGOs activities are phased out, the social-economic infrastructure constructed

by that NGO are not well maintained.
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World Vision Rwanda has assisted the local people in the local needs identification and

use, building local peoples confidence and building upon the existing resources and

transferring simple technologies developed else where such as water storage technologies

used at schools and in some homes. According to Carmen Malena, he argues that some

approaches and ideas now prevalent among official development agencies begun as

NGOs innovations. Carmen Marena, etal,76.

In conclusion, World Vision Rwanda has contributed greatly towards social-economic

transformation of Nyamagabe area by seeking solutions for environmental problems,

rural development, food security, gender issues promotion, small scale enterprise

development, appropriate technology transfer, low cost housing projects for the poor,

management training, education, family planning vocational training, reconciliation,

health, nutrition, peace building, and healing.

Critics of humanitarian industry have charged that humanitarian NGOs have never

become fully an integral part of the community they scrve. Robert K. Fullinwider has

argued that many NGOs instead of assisting and empowering ordinary citizens, they

concentrate power and resources in the hands of paid staff and credentialed elites, and as

a result, many of these NGOs have sadly ineffective in resolving social problems,

especially those concerned with urban poverty. Robert K. Fullinwider (ed.),Civil society,

Democracy and Civic Renewal, Rowman and Little field publishers, New YorkA999:127

Humanitarian NGOs such as World Vision Rwanda have seriously been affected by lack

of sufficient human and financial resources and the huge needy beneficiaries who need to

be assisted. A number of studies have suggested that the civic infrastructure of the local

communities,that is to say the combined efforts of public agencies, NGOs service

agencies and individual citizen volunteers are being hampered in their response to needs

created by scarce resources, untrained staff and some form of political opposition from

the local leadership.

Humanitarian NGOs such as World Vision Rwanda are very critical to well functioning

of of communities, effective government and citizen satisfaction with the government
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through among others working alongside policies of the government, they have had

stimulative effect on civic engagement and citizen empowerment, these organizations are

known to create active citizens who sometimes demand effective government, and

overtime, government policy makers respond to citizen demands, creating even higher

levels of citizen engagement and satisfaction.

World Vision —assisted schools in Gasaka and Kamegeri sectors where world vision

Rwanda operates are having startling successes in the nyamagabe community and

children from similarly broken families most often from unstable family life are doing

well and are studying under standard classrooms constructed by the help of World

Vision.

Further more, World Vision International —Rwanda program has continued to provide the

necessary financial, technical, and net working assistance to grassroots groups,

Cooperatives and associations in support of self help community development initiatives,

and realizing that many of the problems associated with the problem of poverty require

multiple efforts from both the government, and non government actors including the

NGOs, and the international action. World Vision has on many occasions campaigned on

behalf of the people it works with and talks to decision makers who shapes and designs

policy on various relevant issues.

World Vision Rwanda has helped rural households of Nyamagabe district especially

households of Gasaka and Kamegeri sectors to be self sufficient in food security, rural

households are heavily dependent for their food security on their own production from

small plots of land, owing to the low levels of food/cash crop production the amount of

surplus food available is limited and in that regard, WVR has accessed inputs to these

subsistence farmers which are in form of high quality seeds, farm tools, fertilizers,

pesticides and domestic animals. Hence, it can be said that access to agricultural inputs

are some of the most important factors that determine household output.
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With regard to the role of humanitarian NGOs in the social — economic and cultural

development of people and communities, Kofi Annan the former United Nations

Organizations Secretary General once called NGOs World Vision inclusive, the

‘conscience of the world’, they are surely at the fore front in tackling rural and grass root

poverty, providing much needed relief emergency to people in need, and in a civil and

democratic society, they have attempted to flulfill major roles which include among

others. the empowerment role, education, human rights awareness and protection,

political (in some instances),capacity building, advocacy, and watch dog roles. Indeed

NGOs have helped in securing a more rights- protective society, and state through mass

education, local empowerment and lobbying, focusing on building trust, compromise,

cooperation and sustainable development.

The afore mentioned roles and many more are the ones implemented by World Vision

International — Rwanda programme in Rwanda, and nyamagabe district specifically

where

It has been operating since 1994: Children have accessed medical facilities, they have

been educated, the community has been sensitized on health issues, and even empowered

financially through Vision finance, and better still, issues related to AIDS and FIIV have

been addressed whereby infected children and their parents/guardians have been helped

in terms of nutrition, medical and income generating projects, and in agriculture sector,

World Vision has carried out massive terracing, provided seeds, and provision of organic

and inorganic types of manure.

Non government organizations have assisted the countries on conflict by providing

humanitarian assistance, to day, NGOs are no longer behind the front lines, but on the

front line actively involved in spite of themselves in conflicts where their involvement is

much more important, their arrival on the scene is now one of the objectives of modern

conflicts because of the financial bonanza and media coverage that they attract, services

of the various NGOs like the International Committee of Red Cross ( TCRC), Medecin

Frontier, World Vision and the rest have been commended by so many people.
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The work of humanitarian organizations and their approach to problems have also

evolved, the programs and budgets that they manage some times amount to several

million dollars in recent years humanitarian relief organizations have markedly developed

their capacity for interventions and rapid deployment. Logistical constraints have been

removed, Prepositioned stocks of supplies can be mobilized and used from one day to

next in the event of a major crisis, supplies themselves have become specialized to fit the

specific needs of humanitarian emergency situations. New well —drilling equipment,

specific re-nutrition products, and water supply kits are all positioned in such a way as to

respond rapidly and effectively to emergency problems. The logistics list of Doctors

without Boarders is illustrative in this regard: cholera kit, car maintenance kit, and a kit

for the restoration of hospital services are all available to provide an immediate

humanitarian emergency. Action Against Hunger, 2001:210.

World Vision Rwanda, through its Vision Finance Company has acted as a financial

intermediary and a supplier of financial technical knowledge to local beneficiaries. In this

sense it has acted as an adviser assisting local beneficiaries to apply for credit and

organizing local communities to make use of project resources. To this extent, Visjon

Finance Rwanda has benefited*******people by giving them******RWF, and has

assisted****** farmers and business associatioms in Gasaka and Kamegeri sectors of

Nyamagabe district.

World Vision Rwanda has acted a provider of relevant information with regard to project

identification, hence it has been a source of information. Whenever World Vision

Rwanda intends to open up a new project in a certain area, it carries out an extensive

feasibility study in form of Base line surveys and transformational development

indicators measurements by involving local community, local volunteers, the external

consultants, and key staff members. This information is then relied upon when designing

development strategies, and copies are distributed to Local government institutions.

Some recent examples reveal the extent to which the power of NGOs has grown, take for

example, the cancellation of a significant portion of the debt of the poorest countries by
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the Group of G-8 in Cologne in June of 1999 after World wide mobilization of NGOs,

the recognition of economic, social or environmental rights or the adoption of ethical

principles in the International relations concerning child labor for example are thus also

to be accredited to the untiring efforts of citizen groups ie the NGOs World Vision

inclusive.

However, amid political or insecure situations in which humanitarian NGOs operate,

humanitarian organizations have had to adapt to the increase in the risks that they face,

they have sought to limit the risk of incidents by taking protective measures which can be

seen in their increasingly use of sophisticated communication systems, use of radios,

walkie-talkies, and satellite telephones is today wide spread especially in sensitive

missions- radio contacts between different operational centers are often a daily measure

that has frequently permitted dangerous situations to be avoided. Travel by convoy has

become very common, and if access by road is too dangerous, helicopters or small air

planes are used. Certainly, the excessive use of high technology equipment or of four

wheel-drive vehicles in environment without structures is never without consequences,

either it provokes greed, or it creates a certain distance between the population being

served and the humanitarian relief workers. Certainly, the excessive use of high

technology equipment or of four wheel-drive vehicles in environment without structures

is never without consequences, either it provokes greed, or it creates a certain distance

between the population being served and the humanitarian relief workers.

In conclusion,( say on what wvr has/is doing. .then this follows), let me borrow the words

of Sylvie Brunel, who is the strategy advisor of the Action Against Hunger NGO who

once argued that,..’ Today how can we deliberately forgo helping a starving child when

we possess the miraculous ability to prevent his certain death by intervening in time?

How can we turn our backs on populations that are victims of deliberate oppression and

unbearable suffering, which are in no way attributable to fate, on the pretext that we risk

being manipulated? It is for us NGOs to mount our best defence so as not to fall into the

sordid and cynical trap of those who cause starvation... ‘Action Against Hunger,2001:

243
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According to Pierre Gallien, the term humanitarianism has been much overused during

the past few years-humanitarian assistance is presented to the public as a coherent whole

with values, principles of action and modes of operation that are shared and recognized

by all actors. Donors, United Nations agencies, Red Cross Movements, and Non

governmental organizations are cited indiscriminately. While this image may be

attractive, it does not reflect the reality on the ground, the humanitarian family embraces

a very diverse range of actors who no doubt share the same aim but who are not always in

agreement with on how to achieve it, The attitude of the political authorities has only

worsened this confusion, more and more they give the impression of wishing to use

humanitarian assistance as an instrument of foreign policy. Action Against

~Hunger,2001 :209.

Carmen Malena has too argued that many NGOs World Vision International inclusive are

constrained by several problems including limited replicability of many NGO sponsored

activities that are too small and localized to have important regional or national impact, in

attempting to scale up their operations with public sector support, some NGOs may lose

their innovative quality and become top-down non participatory, and dependent on

external or governmental support. Carmen Malena, Working with NGOs, 1995:77

Furthermore, NGOs are constrained by limited self sustainability and limited managerial

and technical capacity. Much as many private or governmental programs, many NGO

sponsored projects are not designed with sufficient concern with regard to how

projects/activities will be sustained. Worse still some NGOs are poorly managed, have

rudimentary accounting systems and sometimes initiate projects with inadequate

technical analysis.

The other problem related to NGOs is that of lack of broad programming context. NGOs

development projects are often implemented individually outside the frame work of a

broader programming strategy for a region or sector and with little regard even to other

NGOs activities in the region resulting in problems of coordination which has been
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singled out as the constraint affecting the NGO/ humanitarian community. Carmen

Malena,ibid: 77.

Humanitarian family has also had to deal with problems of operation which have the

outside origin and therefore has no control over, they are overpowered from above by

financial transnationals and multinationals, frontally assaulted by international financial

institutions with their disastrous theories of structural adjustment and attacked from

within by the rise of regionalism, demands for recognition of distinctitive identities and

criminalization of the economy.
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CHAPTER THREE:

THE METHODOLOGY

3:0 INTRODUCTION

This chapter will specifically explain how the study was carried out, it includes the

descriptions of the research design, the survey population, the sampling procedure,

instrumentation validity and reliability, data collection procedures, data analysis

procedures, and the limitations of the study.

3:1 RESEARCH DESIGN

Research design is defined as the plan structure and strategy of investigation that is

conceived so as to obtain answers to research questions as according to Kerlinger

2004:300. The researcher will employ both descriptive and non descriptive types of

survey, meaning that the research will not be done under the controlled laboratory

environment, the obtained results will be as a result of interactions with the various

respondents under an un controlled conditions.

Furthermore, the researcher will use a design that involves both quantitative and

qualitative data collection techniques, these techniques shall include questionnaires,

documentary reviews, focus group discussions,interviews and even face- to- face

meetings and discussions.

3:2 RESEARCH FOPULA HON

This research study will be conducted in Gasaka and Kamegeri sectors situated in

Nyamagabe district of Southern Province of Rwanda. The inhabitants of these two

sectors are estimated at 558,878 people as according to the district report of 2006.Males

population is lower than females, they are composed of 45%,while females constitute

55%
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Therefore, the population of this research proposal involves the ten Nyamagabe ADP

local permanent staff who are literates, one hundred selected residents of Gasaka and

Kamegeri sectors, most of whom are illiterates, and some ten literate selected staff at the

National Head Office for World Vision Rwanda. Also targeted were the local business

community members and four Local government officials.

3:3 RESEARCH SAMPLE AND SAMPLING PROCEDURE

The researcher used sampling techniques because not all ADPs found in the southern

province could be reached and covered due to lack of resources and other constraints

such as time. The survey population was composed of ten nyamagabe ADP local

permanent employees, one hundred selected residents of Gasaka and Kamegeri sectors of

nyamagabe district most of whom being beneficiaries and ten selected permanent staff of

WVR national office, four local government officials, and some business community.

The sample size therefore will be one hundred and twenty eight persons. To determine

the sample size for the study, several factors were considered such as variables, type of

research design, methodology of data collectionlanalysis,and the size of the accessible

population. Mugenda and Mugenda 1997,Gay 1981. Gay suggests that 30 cases or more

are required for descriptive studies.

Nyamagabe ADP was selected due to easy accessibility, peacefhl atmosphere, and as a

representative of all other five ADPs and projects sponsored by World Vision Rwanda in

nyamagabe district. Data collected from these respondents provided a relative reflection

and general picture of what is being experienced in other households and an overview of

what other World Vision employees and beneficiaries hold for the ADPs. The stratified

random sampling method was used due to its effectiveness

3:4 INSTRUMENTATION VALIDITYAND RELIABILITY



The instruments that was employed during data collection were the questionnaires,

conducting of interviews, focus group discussions, meetings and discussions and the use

of critical observations. Much care was taken when using these instruments because

among the respondents, there were those who do understand reading and writing English,

and the illiterates who don’t know how to read or write English.

Validity and reliability are commonly used in qualitative and quantitative researches and

this research used them, for the pui~pose of testing for validity abd reliability the

instruments for the research such as the questionnaires, Interviews and focus group

discussions were carefully prepared and assigned rightful measurements. This yielded

numbers and objective hard data. The significance of the test was to ensure explicability

or repeatability of results, this process was repeated by giving the test to another group of

respondents at a different time and the results of the findings were the same (Joppe 2000).

These measurement procedures were selected because yielding positive results since

among others, the phenomena under study are not to change. With regard to validity and

reliability, the researcher will ensure that these tools yield positive study objectives by

subjecting these tools in a pre-testing exercise

3:5 DATA COLLECTIONPROCEDURES

The researcher made sure that authorization was got

from respective authorities was granted before data collection was done, this was done by

writing a letter to the University, ADP top management and local government authorities.

The data involved both primary data that was collected through use of observation,
questionnaire, interviews and focus group discussions and secondary data got from
annual reports, internet, news papers and journals. The researcher sought authorization
from respective authorities right from the University authorities, Local authorities, and
World Vision Rwanda authorities, this was done by writing a letter to those relevant
authorities.
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36 DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

The study analyzed both qualitatively and quantitatively data as mentioned earlier.

Quantitative analysis involved use of statistical package used by social scientists (SPSS)

Because the researcher easily coded the responses and the exercise is too easier and

appropriate, however the qualitative analysis was used on the responses from interviews.

Through data analysis, the researcher ensured that the collected data and the responses

received thereafter were understandable, clear, logical, relevant and consistent. Therefore,

in order to achieve this, tabulation and sectorial methods were used in order to achieve

the objectives of the research study. The quantitative and qualitative data were analyzed

and was treated by use of statistical package used by social scientists.

As mentioned earlier, the major objective of this research study is to assess the role

played by NGOs in community rural development. The researcher noted that NGOs were

involved in and intervened in various sectors including health and nutrition, agriculture

and livestock promotion, shelter programs, child advocacy programs, foster families,

extending credit schemes to the poor, education, capacity building, water and sanitation,

and support to local government authorities, all aimed at reducing rural poverty.
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CHAPTER FOUR:

DATA PRESENTATION,ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATIONS.

4~O INTRODUCTION.

The researcher’s intensions in this chapter is to present, analyse, and interpret the data

that was collected from the field, documentation, interviews, and surveys - this data that

was collected from afore mentioned sources will provide the answers to the research

questions, and this will assist the researcher to make reasonable recommendations and

conclusions. Furthermore, the quantitative and qualitative methods that were used in this

research will help the researcher to present the findings.

It should be recalled that the major objective of this research was to investigate, assess

and analyze the role of NGOs, and World Vision in particular on the Social — Economic

growth of the Rwandan economy, and whether World Vision is moving Rwandan

economy a step ahead economically taking nyamagabe district as a case study since 1994

through its interventions in various sectors such as agriculture and entrepreneurship,

water and sanitation, health, nutrition, capacity building, shelter and resettlement

programs, credit extension and support to the orphans and other vulnerable groups in

society.

4J THE PROFILE OF THE SAMPLE THAT WAS STUDIED

The researcher provided at random seventy (70 ) questionnaires to residents of Gasaka

sector, ten questionnaires to nyamagabe ADP staff, and other seventy (70) questionnaires

to residents of Kamegeri sector totaling to one hundred and forty questionnaires.

However, a total of one hundred questionnaires (% ntage) were responded to, leaving

behind fifty un responded to perhaps due to personal reasons, malice, fear, or even seen

as a wastage of time.

AS discussed earlier on, NGOs are involved in the promotion of various sectors which

include the promotion of better health and nutrition facilities, agriculture and

entrepreneurship, food security, water and sanitation, advocacy for vulnerable groups,
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protection and child advocacy, Peace building, reconciliation, healing, education, shelter

programs, credit schemes and community/ partners capacity building. Below is a detailed

discussion of World Vision involvement in various sectors mentioned above and

information from various respondents who are World Vision beneficiaries.

TABLE ONE: TUE RESPONDENTS’ AGES

Ages Respondents Percentage
0—5 0 0%

6—15 30 60%
15—20 10 20%
20 25 10 20%
25 30 00 00%
Total 50 100%

Source: Primary data

Figure one: The respondents’ age
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From the above table and chart, it was found out that the majority of respondents making

up 50% of the total number of respondents responded that World Vision Rwanda

supports mainly children aged between the ages of 6 to 15 years, 25% of the respondents

answered that World Vision assists children aged between the ages of 15 -20, 25%

argued that this organization assists adults aged between 20 — 25, while 00% argued that
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World Vision assists adults aged between the ages of 25 — 30. What is clear however is

that World Vision as a child focused organization assists children who are below the age

of twenty years through Sponsorship program, while those above that age and those who

never made it to the secondary schools are assisted through the OVC ( Orph ns and

Vulnerable children) Program. Under this OVC Program, children are financially and

morally helped to join technical/tertiary institutions.

TABLE TWO: TUE EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF RESPONDENTS

Education Level Respondents Percentages
Primary level 26 52%
Secondary level 12 24%
Tertiary Level 6 12%
University Level 6 12%
Total 50 100%
Source: Primary data

Figure Two: Respondent’s educational level

From the above table and the chart,26 respondents equivalent to 52% responded that

world vision assists mainly those children who are in primary schools, 12 respondents

equivalent to 24% of responded that world vision helps children in secondary schools, 6

respondents equivalent to 12 % of respondents answered that this organization assists

children in tertiary schools, while 6 respondents equivalent to 12% responded that World

EDUCATION LEVEL OF RESPONDENTS
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fl Tertiary Level

Q Uni~rsity Le~I
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Vision assists children at University level. What is clear is that World Vision normally

assists children in lower school levels as compared to higher education.

TAB E THREE: THE RESPONDENT’s GENDER

Gender Respondents Percentage
Female 40 80%
Males 10 20%
Total 50 100%
Source: Primary data

Figure Three: Gender of the respondents

V
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Female ( ~ l~7~ 20

The above table and the chart shows that the majority of respondents that is to say 40

respondents were females who represent 80%, while 10 respondents representing 20%

are females. The conclusions drawn here is that the majority of the respondents are

females because Rwandan population is made up of manly female population. This is

because during the 1994 Rwandan genocide, men were mainly targeted as else where in

wars thus reducing their population.
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TABLE FOITR THE DURATION WORLD VISION HAS BEEN W THE
BENEFICIARIES

Duration Respondents Percentage
Between 0 — 1 years 00 00%
Between 1 — 5 years 5 10%
Between 5 — 10 years 20 40%
More than 10 years 25 50%
Total 50 100%
Source: Primary data

Figure Four: The duration World Vision has been with the beneficiaries
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The information above indicates that 50% Of the beneficiaries have been assisted by

World Vision for the period exceeding ten years, in 40% of the respondents responded

that they have benefited from world vision for a period between 5 — 10 years, while 10%

responded that they were assisted by World Vision for a period of between one and five

years. Majority of the respondents responded that they have been assisted by this

organization for a period exceeding ten years because world vision begun its activities in

Rwanda in 1994 as a response to the Rwandan genocide and war that occurred in that

very year.
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TABLE FWE: NGOs WHICH PR P E ASSISTANCE TO BENEFICIARIES

Names of NGOs Respondents Percentage
Save the children 00 00%
Compassion International 18 36%
World Vision 22 44%
Catholic Relief Services 10 20%
Total 50 100%
Source: Primary data.

Fiaure five: NGOs that provide assistance to local beneficiaries.

According to the information above presented by the table and the chart, 44% of the local

population are assisted by World Vision, 36% by Compassion International, and 20% by

Catholic Relief There are four Area Development Program( ADP’s) in Nyamagabe

district where this study was carried out, thus explaining why majority of the local

population benefit from World Vision.

0 5 10 15 20 25
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SIX: PROGRA INTERVENTION FOR WORLD VISION
ACCORDING TO RESPONDENTS

Name of Program Respondents Percentage
Health and Nutrition 25 50%
Education 15 30%
Agriculture and food 10 20%
security
Road construction 00% 00%
TOTAL 50 100%
Source: Primary data.

Figure Six: Program Intervention for World Vision according to respondents.

[JHealth and Nutrition
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According to the information from the above table and chart, it was revealed by the

majority respondents who are at 50% that world vision invests heavily in health and

nutrition through the provision of the’ Mituelle de sante’(health insurance program), a

national health government program that Helps local population to get treatments at

cheaper costs, 30 % responded that world vision intervenes in agriculture and food

security, while 20% responded that this organization also intervenes in provision of

childhood education.
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TABLE SEVI~N: PROVISION OF LOANS BY WORLD VISION TO

RESP NDENTS

• Responses Respondents Percentages
Yes 50 100%
No 00 00%

• Total 50 100%
Source: Primary data

Figure seven: Provision of loans by world vision to respondents.
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According to the above table and chart, all of the respondents who are 50% responded

positively that world vision do exactly provide loans to respondents. Concerning world

vision, it does provide loans through its financial company called vision finance company

(VFC) as a means to fight poverty by giving beneficiaries start- up capital.
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TABLE EIGHT: THE flWPA T OF WORLD VISION LOANS ON

RESPONDENTS II~COMES

Incomes per month Respondents Percentages
Rwanda francs
Incomes less than 10 000 00
Incomes between 10000 — 8 16%
30000
Incomes between 30000 — 22 44%
80000
Incomes between 80000 — 20 40%
200000
Total 50 100%
Source: Primary data.

Figure EIGHT: The impact of world vision loans on respondents incomes.

The information from the above table and chart 44% of the respondents benefited from

loans provided by world vision through its finance branch called the vision finance

company whereby their incomes rose from 30000 before to between 80000 and this has

elevated their level of incomes and purchasing power unlike before the arrival of world

vision, 40% of respondents’ incomes rose from 80000 before to 200000 especially as a

result of vision finance loans, while 16% of respondents’ incomes rose from 10000

before to 30000 as of now.

Dincomes less than 10000

Q10000—30000

D30000—80000

Q 80000 — 200000
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This is a good response to poverty eradication and respondents’ standards of living has

been moved a step ahead.

TABLE NINE: THE RELATIONSBTP BETWEEN LOANS AND THE LEVEL OF
PRODUCTIVITY

Response Respondents Percentage
Yes 50 100%
No 00 00%
Total 50 100%
Source: Primary data

Figure Nine: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOANS AND THE LEVEL OF
PRODUCTWITY

C Yes
DNo

As seen from the above table and chart, the loans provided by world vision are only used

to promote all activities that increase productivity in the local area thereby leading to

improved standards of living of the local population. The activities carried out include

agriculture, commerce, entrepreneurship, transport

keeping domestic animals, carpentry, plumbing and fish farming.
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TABLE TEN: LOAN REPAYMENT PROCEDURES AND ADEQUACY

Responses Respondents Percentages
Yes 50 100%
No 00 00%
Total 50 100%
Source: Primary data

FIGURE TEN: LOAN REPAYMENT PROCEDURES AND ADEQUACY

OYes

Q No

From the above table and figure, it can been observed that all respondents or lO0%

agreed that loans are adequate and are repaid as according to procedures. This

information was confirmed by the staff of Vision Finance Company, southern region

branch located in Nyamagabe district. The most important factor to note here is that the

demand for credits is higher than the beneficiaries and the available financial resources,

and respondents wished that the level of credits should be increased because it is at low

level.
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TABLE ELEVEN: ATTITUDES OF BENEFICIARIES TOWARDS C BIT
SCHEMES

Respondents attitude Respondents Percentage
Positive 39 78%
Negative 11 22%
None applicable 00 00%
Total 50 100%
Source: Primary data

F GURE ELEVEN: ATTITUDES OF BENEFICIARIES TOWARDS CREDIT
SCILE S
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According to the above information from the data and the figure, it is clear that the

respondents who received credit had different attitudes towards world vision credit

extension, the majority who are 78% responded positively, while the minority were not in

favor of that credit, they are at 22%, that is to say that out of the total 50 respondents who

received credit,39 of them had a positive attitude towards world vision credit, 11 had

negative attitude while none had no opinion. One important aspect to clarify here is that

the demand for world vision credits extended to beneficiaries far exceeds its ability to

provide such credits. The rationale behind this idea is that interest rates for these credits

are lower as compared to those of the financial entities and apart from not requiring
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expensive security, the pay back duration is some how longer compared to commercial

banks.

TABLE TWELVE: MARITAL STATUS OF RESPONDENTS

Marital status Respondents Percentage
Married 28 56%
Widowed 15 30%
Single 7 14%
Total 50 100%
Source: Primary data

FIGU TWELVE: MARITAL STATUS OF RESPONDENTS

From the above table and figure, the information got reveals that out of a total of 50

respondents,56% were married,30% were widowed while 14% were single.
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TABLE T}IIRTEEN:ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES THAT WERE CARRIED OUT
BEFORE TIlE ARRIVAL OF WORLD VISION

Name of activities Respondents Percentage
Agriculture Production 22 44%
Domestic animals keeping 15 30%
Trade and Commerce 3 6%
Artisan activities 5 10%
Entrepreneurship 5 10%
Total 50 100%
Source: Interview schedule, September 2008

FIGURE THWTEEN:ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES THAT WERE CARRIED OUT
BEFORE TILE ARRIVAL OF WORLD VISION
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The information from the above table and chart clearly indicates that various social and

economic activities were carried out in these two sectors of Kamegeri and Gasaka sectors

before world vision started its operations in nyamagabe district. Out of the 50 total

respondents 44% were carrying out agriculture production,30% were keeping domestic

animals, 6% were carrying out trade and commerce, 10% were carrying out artisan

activities, while 10% were carrying out entrepreneurship activivties. As can be seen from

these figure a large share of production were in agriculture sector because this study was

carried out in a rural area where most of the activities are agro based activities.

Entrepreneurship

Artisan acti’~ities

Trade and Commerce

~riculture Production
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TABLE FOURTEEN:ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES THAT WERE CARRIED OUT
AFTER THE ARRIVAL OF WORLD VISION

Name of activities Respondents Percentage
Agriculture Production 23 46%
Domestic animals keeping 10 20%
Trade and Commerce 5 10%
Artisan activities 7 14%
Entrepreneurship 5 10%
Total 50 100%
Source: Interview schedule, September 2008

FIGURE THIRTEEN:ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES THAT WERE CARRIED OUT
AFTER THE ARRIVAL OF WORLD VISION
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The information from the above table and chart indicates that there are several activities

that are currently being carried out including agriculture and livestock, trade and

commerce, artisan activities, entrepreneurship, and keeping of domestic animals. Out of

50 respondents,46% do carry out agriculture production, 20% keep domestic animals,5%

are involved in trade and commerce, 7% are involved in artisan activities while 5% are

involved in entrepreneurship. The majority of respondents argued that the number of

people involved in trade and commerce increased due to the fact that vision finance
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company has extended credit schemes to the local population which has enabled them to

double their incomes and increase productivity.

TABLE FJFTEEN: PROVISION OF AGRICULTURAL IN-PUTS TO LOCAL
FARMERS BY WORLD VISION

Name of in-puts Respondents Percentage
High yielding seedlings 28 56%
Organic and inorganic 20 40%
fertilizers
Hand - hoes, rakes, and 2 4%
pangas
Total 50% 100%
Source: Interview schedule, September 2008

FIGURE IFTEEN: PR VlSI N OF AGRICULTURAL IN-PUTS TO OCAL
FARMERS BY WORLD VISION

According to the above table and chart, out of 50 respondents 56% agreed that they had

been supported by world vision through provision of high yielding cereal seedlings and

tubers such as beans, soybeans, peas, sorghum, cassava/sweet potatoes cuttings, and

climbing beans, 40% responded that they got support of organic and inorganic fertilizers

from world vision which boosted their agricultural productivity because the soils of this
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are acidic, 4% of respondents received agricultural equipments. Given the fact that

majority of respondents estimated at 90% are subsistence farmers, supporting them in this

area where their greatest need lies becomes of greatest importance in raising their level of

standards of living.
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CHAPTER FIVE:

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS.

5.0 Introduction

The researcher through this chapter will essentially summarise the key findings got from

research case study which was Nyamagabe district specifically Gasaka and Kamegeri

sectors then recommendations to the concerned shall be made and conclusion drawn. The

researcher’s major objective as can he recalled was to assess the impact of Humanitarian

industry in the Social -~ Economic development of Rwanda’s rural areas with specific

reference from World Vision Rwanda.

5.1 SUMMA V OF FINDINGS

The researcher found out that NGOs (World Vision) were revolutionilizing rural areas

and tackling rural poverty through their interventions in several sectors of great need such

as health and nutrition, water and sanitation, literacy and welfare campaigns,

entrepreneurship and artisan, empowering and advocating for the rights of the vulnerable

groups, gender sensitivity campaigns, community sensitization and mobilization intended

to organize them into productive cooperatives, capacity building, shelter programs, and

extending credit facilities to local population with a major aim of alleviating poverty.

Furthermore, the researcher found out that the above areas of interventions were

thoroughly spread out in these two sectors of Kamegeri and Gasaka, and World Vision in

this case was targeting the most vulnerable people in these sectors with a sole aim of

raising and improving their daily standards of living.

With regard to promoting the agriculture sector, the researcher found out that

The main social and economic activity was agricultural production. However, before

World Vision intervention in this sector, farmers were practicing mainly traditional
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modes of subsistence farming with traditional low yielding crops that never increased

their productivity thus leading to low levels of incomes. The researcher found out that

after World Vision intervention in this sector, changes occurred — thus modern farming

techniques such as modern storage -facilities, agro- processing techniques, terracing,

swamp reclamation, better and high yielding crops were introduced and low level

irrigation technology are being utilized as of now. These modern techniques have led to

increase productivity whereby the use of for example swamps can allow year round

production that has increased food output that meets food demands at home level and

market level, and good enough sales of crop products have reduced poverty levels to

remarkable degrees.

The researcher found out that credit facilities extended to marginal farmers and

vulnerable groups from Vision Finance Company, a financial branch of World Vision

was changing positively local population lives. Subsistence farmers were grouped

together in associations where their self confidence and capacities were built and even

they were encouraged to borrow small amounts of money to purchase agricultural inputs

to boost their production. Apart from enhancing productivity and livelihoods, Vision

Finance Company loans promoted self reliance and reduced dependency on well wishers

especially to the vulnerable people and groups. These endeavors of course have without

doubt made rural population served by World Vision to triple their monthly incomes Less

than 10.000 Rwfs before) and the trend is set to move the situation to even better

scenarios.

World Vision’s shelter resettlement program was another area which the researcher

explored deeply, it was realized that there were many vulnerable people without decent

shelter such as the 1994 genocide survivors, orphans of this genocide, HIV/AIDS orphans

and other vulnerable groups. World Vision Rwanda has enabled these people to construct

their own houses and br rehabilitate those houses destroyed during the 1994 genocide in

accordance with the government policy of linear group settlement locally known as

‘Imidugudu’, this situation has apart from restoring hope and self confidence improved

conditions of living of those affected persons. The sponsorship project for World vision

has solved the problem of vulnerability of children from vulnerable families by linking
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them to parents in United States of America and they have been assisted and their holistic

development has been registered.

It was also found out that World Vision Rwanda had invested in the sector of water and

sanitation which has according to the beneficiaries contributed much in solving problems

related to water and sanitation such as walking long distances in search of water, access

to clean sustainable water supply, reduction in incidences of water borne diseases,

reduction in time spent on water collection and money spent on water, and improved

hygienic conditions. This has apart from contributing towards poverty reduction and

gender welfare enhanced quality of life of the local population of Gasaka and Kamegeri

sectors.

The study revealed that there were tremendous improvements in the infrastructural

standards in these two sectors where World Vision was operating. Primary/nursery

schools that had been destroyed during the 1994 genocide and war were rehabilitated and

br constructed, additional classrooms were constructed, classrooms desks provided, and

scholastic materials such as books, pens and uniforms were distributed, the same case

happened in the health sector where destroyed hospitals were rehabilitated, and in the

sector of water and sanitation, greater improvements were registered. World Vision

support to Nursery/Primary, and secondary education sector has built hope and self

esteem to the otherwise vulnerable children that could not on their own attain such level,

and this is one of the engines of human capital development for rural areas. Furthermore,

shelter program of World Vision Rwanda has enabled orphans and other vulnerable

groups to enjoy better standards of living. Healing, Peace building, conflict resolution

and reconciliation project for World Vision Rwanda was another area the researcher

examined. Norbert Clement argues that recent Rwandan history reveals numerous

instances of ethnic conflict, revenge, denied justice and fear, the nature of the 1994

genocide however was unique because men and women, boys and girls, strangers and

neighbors, clergy and laity took part in the carnage, essential trust in social fabric of the

country has been destroyed and replaced by pervasive suspicion, hostility and insecurity.

Norbert Clement,1997: 133. It was revealed that World vision had actively worked to
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restore community harmony through preaching the message of peace, reconciliation and

psycho —social healing and counseling, these strategies have contributed towards healing

fractured communities and the nation at large.

Finally, it was revealed that World Vision Rwanda was contributing towards

environmental protection and conservation, literacy and capacity building in matters

related to the environment have been extended to the local population and in this sense

,World Vision has preserved the natural resources of this district which include the

forests, land, wild life, human resources, and water resources. These resources have been

protected against degradation by their excess demand for construction, building, energy

consumption and agriculture. These resources provide the base for most of the production

to take place such as farming, energy, tourism and agriculture, hence world vision has

campaigned and advocated for the tree planting, practicing better methods of farming and

deforestation campaigns.

5.2 (JON~JL IJS!ON

in a conclusive remark, NGOs specifically World Vision Rwanda is one of the major

partners for the Rwandan government in the struggle to achieve social — economic

transformation and development, Non government organizations have helped the

government to respond to the negative consequences of 1994 genocide and World Vision

has helped the Rwandan economy to address issues of poverty eradication and social —

economic welfare of the Rwandan population. According to Norbert Clement, the 1990 —

1994 Rwandan war and genocide had negative consequences on the whole Rwandan

economy and the population, in April 1994, Rwanda collapsed politically, institutionally,

economically and socially, the genocide of 500.000 — 800000 people was followed by an

exodus of Biblical dimension of about 2 million refugees to neighboring countries.., in

addition, an estimated one million people became internally displaced. Norbert Clement:

World Vision Rwanda, 1997 operational plan, 1997:9
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The role played by World Vision International — Rwanda Program in social —economic

transformation should be highly commended, World Vision was one of the first NGOs to

come to the rescue of Rwandan population immediately after the genocide and since

1994, World Vision Rwanda has been working in Rwanda and its interventions in the

education sector, health and nutrition, artisan and entrepreneurship activities, shelter

program, capacity building, child rights and protection, promotion of gender, water and

sanitation, credit extension schemes, community mobilization and sensitization,

economic empowerment, and environmental protection have registered tremendous

changes towards community social-economic welfare and better standards of living.

World Vision Rwanda therefore has had a remarkable positive contribution towards

social-economic reconstruction and economic growth of the post war Rwandan economy

and especially after the 1994 genocide and war whereby the whole economy had

collapsed as pointed out by several authors.******.*******

5:3 RECOMMENDATIONS.

The below mentioned recommendations are meant for the World Vision Country

Management Team, the Rwandan government bureaucrats, and the Community

beneficiaries of Gasaka and Kamegeri sectors.

5:4 RECOMMENDATIONS TO WORLD VISION MANAGEMENT TEAM

Programme/Project sustainability and ownership. Regional Coordinators and ADP

Coordinators in collaboration with the Country Management team especially Programs

Management Directorate should empower the local community beneficiaries and enable ~

them to own the whole process of development so that when World Vision phases out,

they are in position to keep the organization working and in high gears.

Community based organizations and local associations should be strengthened, much

emphasis should be put in the management and administrative part of these associations
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because poor management of resources — financial, material, human ar d mal ~ -~

administration have posed serious challenges to growth and productivity of these Local

associations. These local associations should be helped to become fuiiy operational

Cooperatives.

Heavy investment in human resources. World Vision Rwanda should invest in people

including educating children up to University/Tertiary level because secondary level is no

longer enough, catering for their health, safe and clean water, sanitation, nutrition and

educating the population to control and prevent killer diseases.

Develop clear cut coordination, collaboration mechanisms and strategies with other local

development partners in order to avoid duplication of services, resources wastage, and

double child sponsorship since this is a child focused and community based organization.

World Vision Rwanda should closely work with the local Church in order to promote
~ I

child rights, protection and holistic child development, in connection with this point,

community volunteers should be equipped technically and materially so that they are able

to make thorough follow up on children.

World Vision Rwanda should develop agriculture and agro Based industries in order to G

achieve rural development because over 80% of Rwandan population is rural and depend

on agriculture.

5:5 RECOMMENDA TIONS TO THE GOVERNMENT OF RWANDA.

Social and economic infrastructure development, the government should heavily invest in

rural infrastructure development especially the feeder roads which are in a sorry state in

some rural areas.
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The nuts on legal frame work and rules governing NGO’s operations should not be

heavily tightened because they arc partners in development and their role in social—

economic transformation and rural development has been recognized world wide.

The government should make a study on allocating a certain

area/district/province/Region to a single NGO for more production, efficiency and

effectiveness in service delivery and consumer satisfaction.

Security of person and property, government should ensure that strong relationship

between NGOs and government is established and they should be assured of personal

peace for expatriate and local staff tranquility, better and conducive environment and

safety of their property should be assured.

5:6 RECOMMENDA TIONS TO THE COMIvIUNITY BENEFICIAR[E&

Community ownership, participation and involvement, the local community beneficiaries

should be sensitized and trained on the issues of project ownership and involvement so

that in the end, they own the whole development process because World Vision will at

one point in time phase out.

Capacity building, the community should be trained and empowered technically in terms

of project management, monitoring, evaluation and needä assessment because World

Vision as a child focused NGO is also community based.

Community should adhere to suggestions and ideas given to them by World Vision staff~

and change the mindset in order to achieve a paradigm shift in their development process.

The community should develop their potential and work hard and not depend on only

relief items.
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Community should be good managers custodians of the infrastructure, resources, and the

whole development process brought to them by a development agency and not to look to

that agency for managing those infrastructure.

5:7 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH.

Program sustainability

Staffturn over issues and staff motivation

Agriculture that is irrigation based

High dropouts for children and why they are unable to complete primary school.

The 8th year experience of the aspect of an ADP in world vision Rwamda. Challenges,
opportunities and way forward.
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ADP: Area Development Program

DRC: Democratic Republic of Congo
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CBO: Community based organizations
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APPENDICES

Appendix:

(1) QUESTIONNAIRE GUIDE

Dear Sir! Madam, Ref: Request to answer the questionnaire below.

My names are David Karangwa, a student at Kampala International University, pursuing

post graduate studies in Public administration and Management abbreviated as MPA.

According to the University rules and regulations, and as part of the requirement for the

completion of this course, a student is supposed to produce a research proposal which is

what Jam currently doing on the topic entitled: ‘The Impact of humanitarian Industry on

the Social- Economic Development of Rwanda’s rural areas: A case study of World

Vision in Nyamagabe district, Southern Province, Rwanda.

Therefore, Jam requesting you kindly to assist in answering the questionnaire below as

exhaustively as you can. I do promise that the information provided shall be purely used

for academic purposes and shall be treated with maximum confidentiality.

Your cooperation in this matter shall be highly appreciated.

Thank you

David Karangwa
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Appendix (ii)

SECTIONA: RESPONDENTS PROFILE

Names of the respondent ( optional )

(a) Age: Tick the right

18 -24

25 -35

36-50

50-60

60+

(b) Genders Tick the right

Male

Female

Occupation: Tick the right

Farmer/peasant

Business/trader

Professional

Level of education: Tick the right answer

Primary level

Secondary level-O level

Secondary level-A level

Tertiary/University

None
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Marital Status: Tick the right answer

Married

Widow

Single

Widower

SECTION B: KNO WLEDGE OF WORLD VISION

Do you know or have you heard of World Vision in Nyamagabe district?, Tick the right

answer.

Yes

No

If yes in (e) above, what can you tell us about World Vision?

Have you heard of the word “NGO” ? and would you provide us a distinction between

an NGO and the government.

If yes in (g) above what is an NGO in relation to World Vision?

What is a government?
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Provide your opinion regarding the roles of World Vision in your area

Provide the period when World Vision started its services in Nyamagabe district

1990— 1993

1994— 1998

1999 — 2004

2005+

For World Vision staff, is the organization’s purpose and objectives: Tick the right

answer.

Very Clear

Clear

Un clear

(K) Provide a distinction between World Vision International and World Vision

Rwanda
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(L) Apart from United States of America and Australia, what other support

list other countries you know.

11

111

iv

V

vi

vii
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SECTION C:

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION BENEFITS/AD VANTAGES.

Mention the advantages of World Vision in as far as social-economic services provision

in Nyamagabe district is concerned.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(n) A part from World Vision, are there other stakeholders who provide

Social- economic services in Nyamagabe district?(Tick the right answer)
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Yes

No

Don’t know

(0) If yes in (J) above, mention them.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(p) Provide the term that best defines delivery of services by World vision

Rwanda?

(a) Very good (b) Good (c) Fair

(d) Poor (e) Improving (f)Declining

.< -IBRARY ~i
~L DATE:000Q,,Q,

0*

(q) Does the organization show individual identity in 0 o . Tick right answer

Yes

No
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Don’t know

(r) Who are owners of the organization?

Local beneficiary ownership

Outsider ownership

Don’t know.

SECTION D:

PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES

(s) Are there problems encountered by World Vision Rwanda in the provision of social-

economic services in nyamagabe district? Tick the right answer.

Yes

No

If yes in (s) above, mention those problems below

(a)

(b)

(c)
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(d).

(U) Does the organization achieve its purposes and objectives? Tick the right answer.

Yes

No

Not at all

Are the achievements of World Vision compare well with other

Organizations? Tick the right answer

Yes

No

Always

Not at all

Rate the organization’s efficiency. Tick the right answer

Very high

Very low

Don’t know.
DATE:.
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SECTION E:

MOTIVATION AND PERFORMANCE

Does the organization offer a variety of incentives to its staff and volunteers? Tick the

right answer.

Very much

Not at all

Don’t know

Are the incentives equitably allocated to motivate staff members?

Yes

No

Don’t know

(Z) Have the beneficiary’s expectations of the organization been ftilfihled?

Tick the right answer.

Very much

Very low

Not at all
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APPENDiX (iii)

THE INTER W GUIDE FOR KEY INFORMANTS

Do you have World Vision Programme in Nyamagabe district

When was this programme introduced in this district?

Mention the roles of World Vision in your area

Are services effectively delivered by this organization?

Do you think that this NGO has policies for staff recruitment, training and staff

promotions?

What are the roles of other stakeholders in service delivery in Nyamagabe district?

According to you, what are the problems faced by various stakeholders in extending the

services to the people?

1-las the standards of living of the local people improved as a result of World Vision’s

activities in this region?

What are the perceptions do local people hold for this NGO

Specifically, state challenges faced by World Vision in providing socil-economic services

in Nyamagabe district

Suggest possible means of overcoming those challenges

Which other poverty reduction interventions do you think could be adopted so that

people’s social-economic welfare is attained?

~Q~5&l
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Appendix (iv)

Organ gram/Administrative Structure of World Vision

International - Rwanda Program.
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REPUBLIC OF RWANDA Ki au,~ 2008

. ~ 3

MINISTRY OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
CEL: 589993
FAX: 582227
P.O. BOX 3445
KIGALL
Website: www.minaloc.gov. rw

To the Director General
Immigration and Emigration
Kigali-Rwanda

Dear Sir,

Subject: Letter of Collaboration

This is to confirm that WORLD VISION is an International Non Governmental
Organization involved in many things such as, Social welfare, Sustainable Livelihoods,
Unity and Reconciliation as well as Capacity building in some districts of Eastern,
Southern, Northern, Western Provinces and Kigali City.

We therefore, recommend the above organization to you for any assistance in respect of
the annual renewal of their registration.

Yours faithful,

MUSONI Protais.
Minister of

CC:
-Hon. Mini~t~’bf State in cIta~e of
Community Development and social

~/~The Country Director World Vision-R
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Kampala International University
~ P0 Box 20000
~ Kampala

Office of the Deputy Director
Institute of Open and Distance Learning

ku~ewarren©gmaiI.com
13.07.2009

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
Dear Sir/Madam

RE : KARANGWA DAVID (MPA/ 14173/62/DF)

This is to certify that the above named is a student in the Institute of

Open and Distance Learning, pursuing a Master of Public

Administration. He would like to carryout research in your organization

on the topic: Assessment of Humanitarian Industry’s Role on Social

Economic Development of Rwanda’s Rural Areas: The Case of World

Vision International-Rwanda in Nyamagabe District, 1994-2007.

Karangwa is a diligent and a hard working student.

Assistance rendered to him will be highly appreciated
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Deputy Dfr~éto~j

Institute~i~cGp~n Distance Learning
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Yours truly,
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Tél. 530355
Fax. 530355 V

E~mail: huyedistrict@yahoo.fr

ATTESTATION_bE_COLLABQRATQN

Je. sous~igné, TWA&IRAMUTARA Aimable, le. Moire du L~strict de Huye,
cit teste par Ia prése~ite que lONG WQRLb VI5IQN es~ une ONG qui
travaUle dcins le bistrict de Huye,

Ses prestations sont exercées au profit de (a population e.t sont oppréc~èes
par I~s Autorités Locales.
EWe est recommandée a continuer ses cactivités doris le ~istrict de Huye pour
!Kclnnée 2008.

Fait a Huye, le 21/12/2007

Le Moire du t~istrict de Huye
TWAc~IRAMU~1ARA ble

~USABYI
Vice-MW’r.8 ch&p~e

Affairv$ SOCI&i
DI$TR~CT t~ HI
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